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PLANTIFF’S MOTION FOR JUDGMENT ON THE
ADMINISTRATIVE RECORD AND MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT
Pursuant to Rule 52.1(c) of the Rules of the United States Court of Federal Claims
(RCFC), Plaintiff Land of Lincoln Mutual Health Insurance Company (Lincoln) moves this
Court for judgment on the administrative record and submits this Memorandum in support.
I.

PRELIMINARY STATEMENT
This action is appropriate for summary resolution on an expedited basis. The facts are

undisputed. Lincoln is owed Risk Corridors Payments (RCPs) from Defendant, the United
States of America (Government), by statute, regulation and contract, and is entitled to be paid.
The Government (acting through the U.S. Department of Health & Human Services
(HHS) and its Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services (CMS)) has acknowledged that it must
pay RCPs to Qualified Health Plans like Lincoln. The RCP amounts are determined pursuant to
a statutory and regulatory formula and are not disputed. The only reason that the Government
has not paid Lincoln is because the Government claims to lack sufficient appropriated funds to
do so. As discussed below, that reason is legally insufficient to avoid payment, and this Court
can grant Lincoln appropriate relief to mitigate the irreparable injury that Lincoln and its
policyholders are facing. Appropriate relief is a prompt judgment from this Court directing
defendant to pay the RCPs for calendar years 2014 and 2015, which are owed now and
undisputed in amount, and for a related declaration directing defendant to pay the risk corridors
amount for Fiscal Year 2016 once it is finally determined in mid-2017.

1
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Lincoln was induced to become a Qualified Health Plan issuer (QHP) based on Section
1342 of the Affordable Care Act (ACA), 1 which provided for Risk Corridors Payments that
capped the risk of large losses in performing as a QHP, 42 U.S.C. § 18062, see Appendix (App.)
1 to this Motion (also Complaint Ex. 1). The ACA and its implementing regulation mandated
payments to QHPs when their costs, calculated and reported to the Government in accordance
with its guidelines, exceeded certain limits.

Id.

Lincoln entered into a contract with the

Government to perform as a QHP, complied with the data reporting and submission
requirements, and qualified for RCPs due to heavy losses, but has not received the RCPs
provided for by statute and regulation. Lincoln has to date received only 12.6 percent of the
RCPs owed for 2014 for a deficit totaling $3,925,418.48 and has received nothing for 2015
(RCPs owed in the amount of $71,833,251) for a grand total presently owed of $75,758,669.48.
The Administrative Record (AR) in this case shows that the Government concedes that it
owes RCPs under the ACA for 2014 and 2015 to QHPs like Lincoln. The ACA is a moneymandating statute that unambiguously states and provides that the Government “shall” pay all
RCPs to QHPs. Lincoln is presently owed $75,758,669.48 for 2014 and 2015 and judgment in
its favor in that amount should be entered.
II.

STATEMENT OF THE QUESTIONS PRESENTED
The issues before the Court and raised by this motion are as follows:
1.

Whether, as plainly specified in the ACA and its implementing regulation,
Lincoln is owed RCPs and is entitled to judgment for the owed amounts.

2.

Whether the Court has jurisdiction to enter a judgment providing for
payment of the RCPs owed to Lincoln.

1

The Government enacted the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act, Pub. L. 111-148 (March 23, 2010),
124 Stat. 119 and the Health Care and Education Reconciliation Act, Pub. L. 111-152, (March 30, 2010), 124 Stat.
1029 (collectively the “Affordable Care Act” or ACA).

2
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III.

STATEMENT OF THE CASE
A.

The ACA’s RCP provisions were intended to mitigate annual risks and losses
to induce QHPs to participate.

Enactment of the ACA was a major change to the regulation and management of
healthcare in the United States.

One key change was the mandatory requirement for all

individuals to purchase coverage if they were not otherwise insured – the individual mandate.
Concurrently, the ACA created a complex and elaborate framework to offset the unknown and
unreasonable costs of initiating ACA coverage. These changes resulted in a dramatic increase in
the number of individuals purchasing health insurance, many of whom had previously been
uninsured.
The ACA also established health insurance exchanges – online marketplaces for purchase
of insurance by individuals. To facilitate the creation of qualified nonprofit health insurance
issuers like Lincoln to promote affordability and competition in the exchanges, the Government
provided for a Consumer Operated and Oriented Plan (CO-OP) program, which was to increase
competition and provide consumers with a non-profit option for high-quality care. The ACA
required CO-OP insurers like Lincoln to derive substantially all of their business from the
individual and small group markets.
The new requirements of the ACA regarding certain mandated essential health benefits
(with no associated beneficiary cost sharing or copays) and the new and uncertain risk pool
created significant uncertainties in pricing and administering the new health plans for newly
insured individuals starting in 2014.

Accordingly, the ACA provided three marketplace

premium stabilization programs, one permanent and two temporary, known as the “three R’s”
(3Rs) – reinsurance (temporary for three years), risk corridors (also temporary for the years
2014-2016), and risk adjustment (permanent). See e.g., AR at 1-11, 35 (App. 2). The 3R
3
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programs were designed to limit the effects of adverse selection and to mitigate the annual risk
and uncertainty inherent in establishing yearly rates for new, unquantifiable health insurance
risks under an untested regulatory framework. The risk corridors program in particular was
passed in conjunction with risk adjustment and reinsurance, to protect against inaccurate initial
rate setting. App. 2 (AR 35). It specifies that QHPs that incur lower-than-expected allowable
costs in the benefit year pay a portion of the differential to the Government (“payments in”), and
conversely, the Government pays a portion of the differential to QHPs that realize higher-thanexpected allowable costs in that same benefit year (RCPs or “payments out”). 2 The RCPs aspect
of the risk corridors program specifically guaranteed that if a QHP’s allowable costs “for any
plan year” exceeded the target amount, the Government (acting through HHS and CMS) “shall
pay to the plan” the amounts set forth in the ACA for that plan year.

App. 1.

The

Administrative Record provides no evidence of any deliberation or basis to make RCPs other
than annually.
B.

Lincoln, as an approved QHP, participated in Exchanges and set prices in
reliance on the payment of Risk Corridors Payments program and is entitled
to receive RCPs as specified in the ACA.

Lincoln entered into a contract with the Government to become a qualified and approved
QHP for the 2014, 2015 and 2016 benefit years. App. 3-5 (Complaint, Exhibits 2-4) Lincoln’s
commitment to participate as a QHP was fixed and irrevocable as of September 2013, September

2

The ACA requested that the structures of the risk corridors program be patterned after a similar program (Part D
of Title XVIII of the Social Security Act) enacted as part of the Medicare Prescription Drug, Improvement, and
Modernization Act signed into law in 2003 and managed on an annual basis. Specifically, Section 1342 of the ACA
contains two related mandatory terms for all issuers of QHPs on an exchange: (1) any health insurer selling a QHP
on the exchange (a “QHP issuer”) would receive compensation from the Government if its losses exceeded a certain
defined amount due to high utilization and high medical costs; and (2) the QHP issuers would pay the Government a
percentage of any gains they made in excess of similarly defined amounts. The ACA’s framework thus compares
“allowable costs” (essentially claims costs and adjustments for quality improvement activities, reinsurance, and risk
adjustment charges or payments) with a “target amount” (the QHP’s premium less its allocable administrative
costs). If the ratio of a QHP issuer’s allowable costs to the target amount is greater than 1, then it experiences
losses; but if the ratio is less than 1, then it experiences gains. App. 1.

4
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2014 and September 2015, respectively.

Lincoln thus relied on the ACA’s risk corridors

provisions as a factor limiting its risks in offering plans to beneficiaries with the express
understanding – based on the plain text of Section 1342 – that if its allowable costs “for any plan
year” exceeded the target amount, the Secretary “shall pay to the plan” the amounts set forth in
the ACA. App. 1. The implementing regulations at 45 C.F.R. § 153.510 expressly reiterated this
ACA requirement, stating that when a QHP’s allowable costs “for any benefit year” exceeded
the target amount, “HHS will pay the QHP issuer’’ the amounts set forth in the ACA. App. 6
(AR 725). The Government gave no indication at that time that it would subsequently refuse to
pay its risk corridors obligations, or hold payments due for a particular plan year until a later and
indefinite date.
Section 1342 does not establish a fund into which QHP issuers must make payments due
or from which payments must be made under the risk corridors program, i.e., the statute does not
create a single account to service both payments in and payments out. Nor does the statute
provide that the risk corridors program must be budget neutral – in other words, payments out
are not subject to payments in, and vice versa.

Lincoln experienced significant losses in

performing as a QHP, and properly submitted the cost data and revenue calculations showing
those losses, which is the only significant precondition for the Government’s payment
obligations for the RCPs owed to Lincoln. AR 270 (2014 risk corridors net amount owed
$3,925,418.48) (App. 7); see also AR 1256 (App. 8) (2015 risk corridors amounts owed totaling
$71,833,251).
C.

Because the Government lacks sufficient funds to pay all RCPs for amounts
admittedly owed, it failed to make RCPs in the full amounts owed to Lincoln
as required.

The Government has not made full, timely (annual) Risk Corridors Payments because it
did not have the funds to do so, (e.g. AR 293 (App. 9)) though it has repeatedly acknowledged
5
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the Government’s legal obligation to make full risk payments (AR 293, 431 (App. 9)) and App.
10 (September 9, 2016 CMS payment announcement). There are two apparent reasons for the
failure to pay. First, Congress limited the Government’s ability to fund the RCPs with certain
appropriations while leaving the obligation to pay RCPs intact. In the Consolidated and Further
Continuing Appropriations Act of 2015 (Pub. L. No. 113-235) (2015 Spending Bill) and in the
Consolidated Appropriations Act, 2016 (Pub. L. No. 114-113) (2016 Spending Bill) a year later,
Congress prohibited CMS and its parent agency, HHS, from using certain accounts to fund the
risk corridors payments it was obligated to pay under the ACA.

Specifically, Congress

prohibited CMS from using the Federal Hospital Insurance Trust Fund or the Federal
Supplemental Medical Insurance Trust Fund, as well as funds transferred from other accounts
funded by the 2015 Spending Bill and 2016 Spending Bill to the CMS Program Management
account for fiscal year 2015 and 2016. Congress, however, did not otherwise restrict availability of
federal funds and did not amend Section 1342 to limit, or eliminate the Government's risk corridors
payment obligations to QHPs under the ACA.

Second, as a consequence, the Government, acting through CMS and HHS, has attempted
to manage the RCPs in a “budget neutral” fashion by paying RCPs from receipts from QHPs
under the risk corridors program (i.e., “payments in”). The Government treated these payments
it collected under the “payments in” portion of the Risk Corridors Program as “user fees,” which
it determined could be used to fund RCPs. See AR at 114 (App.11) (GAO determination that
risk corridors “payments in” could be viewed as “user fees” by HHS and CMS and used to make
RCPs). See also AR at 1482 (HHS General Counsel letter to GAO asserting HHS has authority
to make risk corridors payments out of risk corridors user fees). (App. 12). However, the
“payments in” amount was far less than the funds needed to make the Risk Corridors Payments
“out” to Lincoln and the many other QHPs that experienced significant losses, and Congress
6
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failed to appropriate additional funds that would have allowed HHS and CMS to make the full
RCP payments. As a consequence, the Government paid only a tiny portion (12.6%) of the
RCPs due to Lincoln and all other QHPs entitled to RCPs. AR 262 (App. 9). In making only
12.6% of required RCPs to QHPs for 2014, the Government has violated the statutory and
regulatory mandate to timely make RCPs.
The record shows that the amounts available to the Government from collected risk corridors
user fees exceeded the amounts necessary to pay Lincoln in full for the RCPs due to Lincoln for 2014
and 2015. AR 262, 293 (App. 9); AR 270 (App. 7). These amounts available to the Government
could have been used to pay Lincoln in full instead of being distributed to all QHPs pro rata and
comprising 12.6 percent of all RCPs due to QHPs.

D.

Lincoln is entitled to payment now of the RCPs determined to be owing and
has suffered substantial harm as a result of the Government’s refusal to pay
the RCPs owed.

The practical impact of the 2015 Spending Bill and the lower than anticipated “payments
in” from QHPs under the Risk Corridors program was that the Government did not pay Lincoln
or other QHP issuers the full amount of RCPs for 2014.

During 2014, Lincoln incurred

$4,165,273.75 (individual group market) and $326,970.05 (small group market) in compensable
losses that were to be reimbursed through RCPs (totaling $4,492,243.80 for 2014). AR 270
(App. 7). The Government concedes that Lincoln is owed this amount as the RCP for 2014. AR
262, 293, 431 (App. 9). Lincoln has received payment of only $525,568.68 (individual market)
and $41,256.64 (small group market) (12.6% of the amount due, totaling $566,825.32) for an
amount remaining due for Fiscal Year 2014 of $3,925,418.48. AR 270 (App. 7). Lincoln
incurred significantly greater losses in 2015, which were reimbursable through RCPs
($59,546,957 for the individual group market and $12,286,294 for the small group market),

7
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totaling $71,833,251. See AR 1256 (App. 8). These amounts are also due and owing, but
Lincoln has not been paid.
The Government has stated that it will not make full payment of the owed RCPs for 2014
and 2015 until a later, yet-to-be-determined date. AR at 262, 293, 431 (App. 9); App. 10. The
Government’s failure to timely make the RCPs in the full amount determined has significantly
damaged Lincoln, and resulted in Lincoln being placed in receivership by the State of Illinois.
IV.

ARGUMENT
A.

The Court has jurisdiction under the Tucker Act.

The Court plainly has jurisdiction for this action. Lincoln’s complaint alleges a Tucker
Act 3 claim based on a statute and regulation which are money-mandating, specifically Section
1342 of the ACA and 45 C.F.R. § 153.510. Under Federal Circuit guidance, if this Court
concludes that the statute or regulation meets the money-mandating test, it has jurisdiction.
Fisher v. United States, 402 F.3d 1167, 1173-74 (Fed. Cir. 2005). Under Fisher, Lincoln need
only show that the statute or regulation “can fairly be interpreted as mandating compensation for
damages sustained as a result of the breach of the duties [it] impose[s],” and (2) is “reasonably
amenable to the reading that it mandates a right to recovery in damages.” Id. (citations omitted).
The Federal Circuit confirms that a “fair inference” that the statute is amenable to such a reading
is sufficient. Id. See also Albino v. United States, 104 Fed. Cl. 801, 813 (2012) (jurisdiction
exists “if a statute is reasonably amenable to a reading that is money-mandating and the plaintiff
falls within the class of plaintiffs entitled to recover under the statute”).
Here the relevant statute (ACA Section 1342) 4 expressly provides that the Government
“shall pay” risk corridor payments to QHPs like Lincoln, but those payments have not been

3
4

See 28 U.S.C. § 1491(a)(1).
Codified at 42 U.S.C. § 18062 (App. 1).

8
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made.

Therefore, there is no doubt that the ACA is a money-mandating statute requiring

payment from the Government to QHPs and that money is owed.

Similarly, the ACA is

implemented by a money-mandating regulation also requiring payment to QHPs. 45 C.F.R.
§ 153.510(b) (App. 6). The Government’s failure to pay its Risk Corridors Payment obligations
has damaged Lincoln, and caused the money damages now sought in Lincoln’s Complaint.
Finally, the Government does not dispute that the RCP statute and regulation are “moneymandating.” To the contrary, in written communications to QHPs, Government officials have
expressly “reiterate[ed] that risk corridor payments are an obligation of the U.S. Government”
and further:
I wish to reiterate to you that the Department of Health and
Human Services (HHS) recognizes that the Affordable Care Act
requires the Secretary to make full payments to issuers, and that
HHS is recording those amounts that remain unpaid following our
12.6% payment this winter as fiscal year 2015 obligations of the
United States government for which full payment is required.
Email and Letter from K. Counihan, CMS, App. 13. The Government (HHS and CMS)
made the same acknowledgement as above in a public bulletin on November 19, 2015, regarding
CY 2014 risk corridor payments:
HHS recognizes that the Affordable Care Act requires the
Secretary to make full payments to issuers, and HHS is recording
those amounts that remain unpaid following our 12.6% payment
this winter as fiscal year 2015 obligation [sic] of the United States
Government for which full payment is required.
Bulletin, CMS, “Risk Corridors Payments for the 2014 Benefit Year” (Nov. 19, 2015), AR at 262 (App.
9).

Based on the money-mandating nature of the ACA and its implementing regulation and
the Government’s admissions, this Court has jurisdiction.
B.

The ACA requires annual RCPs to be paid in the full amounts determined as
owing which the Government failed to do.
9
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The ACA’s risk corridors program specifically mandates that if a QHP’s allowable costs
“for any plan year” exceed the target amount, the Government (HHS) “shall pay to the plan” the
amounts set forth in the ACA. The only significant precondition for the Government’s payment
obligation is the submission of revenue and cost data for the plan year to the Government by
QHPs.
Because the purpose of the risk corridors program was to induce QHP participation in the
health insurance exchanges on an annual basis by mitigating their risk of loss, it is evident that
the ACA’s intention was that RCP payment obligations were also to be implemented on an
annual or plan year basis. Indeed, everything about the RCP program is annual. RCPs that were
not annual would not serve the intended Congressional purpose of risk mitigation if QHP’s
losses were not confined to the risk corridors on an annual basis. To the contrary, absent timely
payment of RCPs, QHPs would then encounter potentially enormous and unbudgeted losses over
a plan year, which could then not be collected even though the accounting for the plan year had
been finalized and the RCPs owed had been established.
The Government has not made full, timely (annual) Risk Corridors Payments because it
did not have the funds to do so for apparently two reasons.

First, Congress limited the

Government’s ability to fund the RCPs with certain appropriations while leaving the obligation
to pay RCPs intact. Second, in the absence of additional appropriations, the Government, acting
through CMS and HHS, has attempted to manage the RCPs in a “budget neutral” fashion by
paying them from receipts (payments in) from QHPs under the risk corridors program. The
Government treated these payments it collected under the “payments in” portion of the Risk
Corridors Program as user fees, which it determined could be used to fund RCPs. See AR at
114, 1482 (Apps. 11, 12). However, the “payments in” were far less than the funds needed to

10
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make the Risk Corridors Payments “out” to QHPs that experienced significant losses, and
Congress failed to appropriate additional funds that would have allowed the Government to
make the full payments. As a result, the Government paid only a tiny portion (12.6%) of the
RCPs due to Lincoln and other QHPs. 5 In making only 12.6% of required RCPs to QHPs for
2014, the Government has violated the statutory and regulatory mandate to timely make RCPs.
C.

The Court can grant relief notwithstanding that Congress has not
appropriated sufficient funds for payment of RCPs to all QHPs entitled to
RCPs.

Section 1342 does not establish a fund into which QHP issuers must make payments due
or from which payments must be made under the risk corridors program. The statute does not
create a single account to service both payments in and payments out. The statute also does not
provide that the risk corridors program must be budget neutral – in other words, payments out
are not subject to payments in, and vice versa. Indeed, in its Notice of Benefit and Payment
Parameters, issued March 11, 2013, HHS conceded this, stating that “[t]he risk corridors
program is not statutorily required to be budget neutral. Regardless of the balance of payments
and receipts, HHS will remit payments as required under Section 1342 of the Affordable Care
Act.” 78 Fed. Reg. 15409, 15473, AR 703, 767 (App. 14).
The prohibitions enacted by Congress in the 2015 Spending Bill and the 2016 Spending
Bill restricting CMS and HHS from using certain accounts to fund the risk corridors payments
the Government was obligated to pay under the ACA did not otherwise restrict availability of
federal funds and did not amend Section 1342 to limit or eliminate the Government's risk corridors
payment obligations to QHPs under the ACA. As noted above, sufficient funds were available to the

5

It was not until October 2015, long after QHPs had set premiums and agreed to participate for the last year of
the risk corridors program, that the Government first indicated that it would pay only 12.6 percent of its obligations
under the risk corridors program for the 2014 benefit year.

11
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Government to pay the RCPs owed to Lincoln.

Further, the undisputed sequence of events

demonstrates Congress understood HHS/CMS would use risk corridor user fees as appropriated
funds to make risk corridor payments. Congress asked HHS by what authority it could make risk
corridors payments. AR 1429. HHS told Congress it had authority to pay out of risk corridor user
fees. AR 1482 (App. 12). The GAO also told Congress risk corridor user fees could be used in 2014
and in 2015 and in 2016 if the Government’s appropriations bill for those years included the
language “such funds as may be collected from authorized user fees.” AR 114, 117 (App 11).
Congress then included that very language in both the 2015 and 2016 appropriation acts and the
Administrative Record contains no further objection by Congress to use of risk corridors user fees to
make Risk Corridors Payments.
Additionally, Congress itself has confirmed that the risk corridors program is not required to
be budget neutral. Congress stated expressly in Section 1342 that the risk corridors program is to be
modeled after the Medicare Part D risk mitigation program, which is not budget neutral. See United
States Government Accountability Office, GAO Report GAO15-447 (April 2015) at 14 (App. 15)
(“for the Medicare Advantage and Medicare Part D risk mitigation programs, the payments that CMS
makes to issuers is not limited to issuer contributions.”).
Under the Supreme Court’s decision in Salazar v. Ramah Navajo Chapter, 132 S. Ct. 2181
(2012), it is a well-established principle that where one party is one of several persons to be paid out
of a larger appropriation sufficient in itself to pay that party, the Government is responsible to that
party for the full amount due, even if the agency exhausts the appropriation in service of other
permissible ends. The Court noted:

When a Government contractor is one of several persons to be paid
out of a larger appropriation sufficient in itself to pay the
contractor, the Government is responsible to the contractor for the
full amount due under the contract, even if the agency exhausts the
appropriation in service of other permissible ends. See Ferris v.
United States, 27 Ct. Cl. 542, 546. That is so “even if an agency's
12
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total lump-sum appropriation is insufficient to pay all” of its
contracts. Cherokee Nation, 543 U. S., at 637, 125 S. Ct. 1172, 161
L. Ed. 2d 66.
132 S. Ct. at 2184.
Under Salazar, the Government had sufficient funds of over $360 million to pay the $76
million in RCPs owed to Lincoln. AR 262 (App. 9).

This Court should enter judgment

accordingly.
D.

Lincoln is entitled to judgment on the Administrative Record

Lincoln has moved for judgment on the administrative record pursuant to RCFC 52.1(c).
In ruling on this motion, the Court asks “whether, given all the disputed and undisputed facts, a
party has met its burden of proof based on the evidence in the record.” A & D Fire Prot., Inc. v.
United States, 72 Fed. Cl. 126, 131 (2006) (citing Bannum, Inc. v. United States, 404 F.3d 1346,
1356 (Fed. Cir.

2005).

Because the court makes “factual findings . . . from the record

evidence,” judgment on the administrative record “is properly understood as intending to provide
for an expedited trial on the administrative record.” Bannum, 404 F.3d at 1356. Excelsior
Ambulance Serv., Inc. v. United States, 124 Fed. Cl. 581, 585 (2015). “The existence of a
material issue of fact does not prohibit the Court from granting a motion for judgment on the
administrative record, even if the Court has not conducted an evidentiary proceeding.”
Advanced Concepts Enters., Inc. v. United States, No. 15-75C, 2015 U.S. Claims LEXIS 1115 at
*16 (Fed. Cl. Sept. 2, 2015), citing Bannum, 404 F.3d at 1357.
The Administrative Record before the Court shows that, as part of its obligations under
Section 1342 of the ACA and its obligations under 45 C.F.R. § 153.510(b), the Government is
required to pay QHPs certain amounts exceeding the target costs the QHP incurred in 2014 and
2015 as Risk Corridors Payments. Lincoln is a QHP under the ACA and, based on its adherence
to the ACA and its submission of allowable costs and target costs to CMS, satisfies the
13
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requirements for payment from the Government under Section 1342 of the ACA and 45 C.F.R.
§ 153.510(b). The AR further shows that the Government has failed, without legal justification,
to perform its obligations under Section 1342 of the ACA and 45 C.F.R. § 153.510(b). The
Government has affirmatively stated that it will not perform as required. Finally, the AR shows
that the Government’s failure to provide timely RCPs to Lincoln is a violation of Section 1342 of
the ACA and 45 C.F.R. § 153.510(b) and Lincoln has been substantially harmed by these
failures.
Based on the foregoing, Lincoln has met its burden of proof based on evidence in the
record and is entitled to judgment.
V.

CONCLUSION
Risk corridors program payments for benefit years 2014 and 2015 are presently due to

Lincoln in an amount totaling $75,758,669.48. Lincoln seeks full payment of the risk corridors
payments it is entitled to from the Government under the ACA for those years. The law is clear
that the Government must abide by its statutory obligations to make the required risk corridors
payments.

Lincoln respectfully asks the Court to compel the Government to do so now.

Accordingly, Lincoln respectfully requests that the Court grant Lincoln’s motion for judgment
on the Administrative Record, for $75,758,669.48, also grant judgment for Lincoln for its risk
corridors payment for fiscal year 2016 for the amount finally determined in 2017, and grant
Lincoln all such further and additional relief as may be appropriate under the circumstances.

14
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Dated: September 23, 2016

Respectfully Submitted,
s/ Daniel P. Albers
Daniel P. Albers
BARNES & THORNBURG LLP
One N. Wacker Drive, Suite 4400
Chicago, IL 60606
Telephone: (312)357-1313
Fax: (312) 759-5646
Email: dalbers@btlaw.com
Of Counsel:
Scott E. Pickens
BARNES & THORNBURG LLP
1717 Pennsylvania Avenue N.W.
Suite 500
Washington, DC 20006
Telephone: (202) 371-6349
Fax: (202) 289-1330
Email: scott.pickens@btlaw.com
Counsel for Plaintiff Land of Lincoln
Mutual Insurance Company
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Page .8155� . .. . ..
ation under chapter 1 of title 26. The preceding
sentence shaJJ not apply co the tax imposed by
section !ill such� tlt.Je (relal;lng to tax on unrelated buatuess taxable income or an exempt or-

ga.nl7.a:tlon).
Coordination with State high-risk pools
'Tho State' shall eliminate or modify any State
b!gh-rlsk pool to the .extent necessary to carry
out the reinsurance program este.bUshed under
this section. The· Sr,ate may coordinate tho
Stace hlgh-rlsk pool with snob program to the
extent noe tnconsistent witll the· provisions or
thta sectton.
(Pub; L. m-ies, tltlo I, § 1341, title x, § 10104(r),
Mar. 23, 20i0, 124 Stat. 208,·006.)

an amount actual to 50 percent of t.be excess
of 97 percent of the target amount over the
allowable costs; and
(B) a pa.rticlpat1ng plan's n.llowable costs
for any pla.n ylala.r are less than ·92 percent of'
the t;a,rget amount, tbe plan sball pay to the
Sec1•etary an amount, equal to the sum of 2.6
percent or the tars-et amount plus BO percent
of the excess of 02 percent of the target
amount over the allowable costs.

(cl)

Al';l�NDMll:NTS

2010-Puti. L. 111-140, § 10101(1')(1,J; substituted "marko.L" ro,· "and �mn.11 irrou()- marlte.t.a"· hi section c11.toh-

llno.

auusee. Cl.>)(2)(13). Pub. L. 111-1"8, §10104(1')(2). substttutod "µnraJ>:ra.l)h (l)(B)" ror "pt\.rt\gmph (l)(A)" In
Jnt-roduotory provisions.
$ubSBO •. (o)(l)(A). Pub. L. lll-MB. §101Q1(1•)(3), cub·
auiutcll "ln<llvld11oJ ma1•k0t" !or "lndlvldu11.l and smn.U
¢roup mll,i·kets".

Estl'lblishment of risl!: cocridors for plans
In individual and small group mn1'kets

§ 18062.

(a) In (eneral

T.ll.e Secrete.ry shaf], estab11sh and administer a
pi'oC"ram of risk· corridors Cor calendar years
2014. 2015, and 2016 under )'lhiob a qual"lried
lie.11,lth plan offered In the Indtvldua! or small
group market shall pa1·ticlpate in a payment adjustment sys.tern based on the ratio of the anewable costs or tile plan to the plan'11 11,ggrega.te
premiums. Such program shall be. based on the
program for res-.lonal participating provider or·
ganlzatlons under part D of title XVIII of the
Social Security Act ['12 U.$.C. 1395w-10l et seq.l.

Payment methodology
(1) Payments out
The Seore,tary sht1,U provide under the pro-

(b)

gram established' under subsectton (a) tl;lat lf(A) a participating plan 's allowable costs
for any plan ye-a.r are more than 103 percent
but not more than 108 por.cent of the target
amount, the Secretary shall pay to the plan
an amount equal to 50 percent of .the target
amount in excess of 103 percent of the target
amount; and
(B) a participating plan's allowable costs
for any plan year are more than 108 percent
of the target amount, the Secretary shall
pay to the plan an amount equa.l to the sum
·of ·2:5 percent of the to.1·get amount Phis 80
percent of allowable costs In excess of 108
percent of the target amount.
(2) Payments in
The Secrebary shall provide under the program establtshed under subsection (a) that if(A) a participating plan's allowable costs
for n.ny plan year are Jess than 97 percent
but not Jess than 92 percent of the target
amount, the plan .shal l pay to the Secretary

(c) Oefinitii>ns
In thla section:
(1)

Allowa.ble costs

(A) In general

T.he amount of allowable costs of a pla.n
for any yeat• ls an amount equal to the �ota!
costs (o·ther than admlnietra.tive cost�) of
the plan in proilldlng benefits covered by the
plan.
(B) Reduction for risk adjustment end rein�
surance payments
Allowu.lJle costs shaJJ 1 reduced by any risk
adjustment and relnsurance payment$ received under section 2 18061 and 18063 or this
title.
(2) Target amount
Th-i� t;al'get amount of a plan for. any year 1a
an amcunt equal to the total premtums (Including any premium subsidies under a.ny go'v·
ernmentc.l program), reduced by the adrnmtstratlve costa or the P.l'�n.
(Pub .. L. 111,...148, title I, § 1342, Mar. 23, 2010; 124
Stat. 211.)
.
REl'ERENOES TN Ti;}X1'

Tho Sooln.l Seou.rltY Act, rarerred to In subseo, Ca), ts
aot /lug. 14. 1935, oh. 531, 19 St.at. 620. PaTt D or tltlo
XVlU or the .Aot Is cfn.ssl!lod gonol'l\lly to l)tu·t 'D
C§l396w-101 ot seq.) oC s11bchaptor xvm of chaptor 7 or
tbfa title. For complete cle.eslClca.tlon ot this /\cu to the
Code, see sootJ9n l:JOS or this ti Me and Tublos.

§ 18063. Rl.sk

adjustment

{a) In general
(1) Low actuarial risk plans

Using the criteria and mebhods deveJol_)od
under subsection (b), each State· shall assess a.
charg.e on health plans and health Insurance
Issuers (with respect to health insurance coverage) described in subsection (c) if the actuarial risk of the enrollees of such plans or coverage for 11. year is less than the average acbuadal risk of ll-ll enrollees In a.Jl plans or coverage In such State for such year tba.t; are not
aelf-Ineured group hllalth plans (which a1•0 sub·
Jeot to tho provtsrona or the Employee Reth:eman t Income Security Acb or 1974 [29 U.S.C.
1001 et seq.)).
(2) High actuarial risk plans
Using the criteria and methcda developed
under subsection (b), each State shall provide
a. payment to health plans and health insurance Issuers (with respect to health Insurance
coverage) described in subsection (c) if the aci so 111 origlnal. Proho.bly should lie roll uwed IJ.v "be",
s So ll, original. Probably should be "eecctons'',

:\ So tn 01·lginal. Probably should be pl'eceded l?Y "or".
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SUMMARY:

This document announces the impact statement for the proposed rules entitled "Patient
Protection and Affordable Care Act; Establishment of Exchanges and Qualified Health Plans,"
and "Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act; Standards Related to Reinsurance, Risk
Corridors and Risk Adjustment," which are published in the Federal Register.
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IMPACT ANALYSIS:
I. Executive Orders 12866 and 13563

We have examined the impacts of these regulations under Executive Order 12866 on
Regulatory Planning and Review (September 30, 1993) and Executive Order 13563 on
Improving Regulation and Regulatory Review (February 2, 2011).
Executive Orders 12866 and 13563 direct agencies to assess all costs and benefits of
available regulatory alternatives and, ifregulation is necessary, to select regulatory approaches
that maximize net benefits (including potential economic, environmental, public health and
safety effects, distributive impacts, and equity). A regulatory impact analysis (RIA) must be
prepared for rules with economically significant effects ($100 million or more in any 1 year).
Section 3(f) of Executive Order 12866 defines a "significant regulatory action" as an action that
is likely to result in a rule that may:
(1) Have an annual effect on the economy of $100 million or more in any one
year or adversely affect in a material way a sector of the economy, productivity,
competition, jobs, the environment, public health or safety, or State, local or tribal
government or communities [also referred to as "economically significant"];
(2) Create a serious inconsistency or otherwise interfere with an action taken or
planned by another agency;
(3) Materially alter the budgetary impacts of entitlement grants, user fees, or loan
programs or the rights and obligations of recipients thereof; or
(4) Raise novel legal or policy issues arising out of legal mandates, the President's
priorities, or the principles set forth in [Executive Order 12866].
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OMB has determined that this rule is "economically significant" within the meaning of
section 3(f)(]) of Executive Order 12866, because it is likely to have an annual effect of $100
million in any one year. Accordingly, we have prepared a Regulatory Impact Analysis that
presents the costs and benefits of these proposed rulemakings.
This analysis focuses on an initial set of proposed requirements for the establishment of
Affordable Insurance Exchanges (Exchanges), Qualified Health Plans (QHPs) and the Small
business Health Options Program (SHOP). The notices of proposed rulemaking (NPRMs)
described in this impact analysis implement provisions related to Exchanges, including
reinsurance, risk adjustment and risk corridors. The NPRMs set forth proposed standards for
States that seek to establish an Exchange and for health insurance issuers. Specifically, the
NPRMs propose: (]) standards for States with respect to the establishment and operation of an
Exchange; (2) standards for health insurance issuers with respect to participation in the
Exchange, including the minimum certification requirements for qualified health plan (QHP)
certification; (3) risk-spreading mechanisms for which health plan issuers both within and
outside of the Exchange must meet requirements; and (4) basic requirements that employers
must meet with respect to their voluntary participation in SHOP. Authority lies primarily in Title
I of the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act, sections 1301-1302, 1311, 1313, 1321, 1323,
1331-1334, 1341-1343, 1401, 1402, and 1411-1413. HHS has drafted these proposed
regulations to implement Congressional mandates in the most economically efficient manner
possible.
Need for Regulatory Action
A central aim of Title I of the Affordable Care Act is to expand access to health insurance
coverage through the establishment of Exchanges. The number of uninsured Americans is rising

A-8
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due to lack affordable insurance, barriers to insurance for people with pre-existing conditions,
and high prices due to limited competition and market failures. Millions of people without
health insurance use health care services for which they do not pay, shifting the uncompensated
cost of their care to health care providers. Providers pass much of this cost to insurance
companies, resulting in higher premiums that make insurance unaffordable to even more people.
The Affordable Care Act includes a number of policies to address these problems, including the
creating of Affordable Insurance Exchanges.
Starting in 2014, individuals and small businesses will be able to purchase private health
insurance through State-based competitive marketplaces called Affordable Insurance Exchanges,
or "Exchanges." Exchanges will offer Americans competition, choice, and clout. Insurance
companies will compete for business on a level playing field, driving down costs. Consumers
will have a choice of health plans to fit their needs. And Exchanges will give individuals and
small businesses the same purchasing clout as big businesses. The Departments of Health and
Human Services, Labor, and the Treasury (the Departments) are working in close coordination to
release guidance related to Exchanges in several phases. The first in this series was a Request
for Comment relating to Exchanges, published in the Federal Register on August 3, 2010 (75 FR
45584). Second, Initial Guidance to States on Exchanges was issued on November 18, 2010.
Third, a proposed rule for the application, review, and reporting process for waivers for State
innovation was published in the Federal Register on March 14, 2011 (76 FR 13553). Fourth,
two proposed regulations are being published in the Federal Register to implement components
of the Exchange and health insurance premium stabilization policies in the Affordable Care Act.
Subjects included in the Affordable Care Act to be addressed in subsequent rulemaking
include (but are not limited to): standards for individual eligibility for participation in the
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Exchange, advance payments of the premium tax credit, cost-sharing reductions, and related
health programs and appeals of eligibility determinations; standards with respect to ongoing
Federal oversight of Exchanges and actions necessary to ensure their financial integrity; and
standards for Exchanges and QHP issuers related to quality, among others.
The budget and coverage effects described in this analysis also include provisions that
will be implemented by other Departments. For example, section 1401 of the Affordable Care
Act contains the provision that pertains to the establishment and administration of the premium
tax credits that will primarily be implemented by the Department of Treasury. The Departments
of Labor and the Treasury have primary jurisdiction over employer responsibility provisions in
section 1513 of the Affordable Care Act. This analysis will serve as the base for estimating the
non-tax and non-Medicaid impacts of these interrelated provisions.
II. Estimates of the Impact of Exchanges
This preliminary impact analysis references the estimates of the CMS Office of the
Actuary (OACT) (CMS, April 22, 2010), but primarily uses the underlying assumptions and
analysis completed by the Congressional Budget Office (CBO) and the staff of the Joint
Committee on Taxation. Their modeling effort accounts for all of the interactions among the
interlocking pieces of the Affordable Care Act including its tax policies, and estimates premium
effects that are important to assessing the benefits of the NPRM. A description of CBO's
methods used to estimate budget and enrollment impacts is available elsewhere.1 The CBO
estimates are not significantly different than the comparable components produced by OACT.
Based on our review, we expect that the requirements in these NPRMs will not substantially alter
CBO's estimates of the budget impact of Exchanges or enrollment. The proposed requirements

I

CBO. "CBO's Health Insurance Simulation Model: A Technical Description." (2007, October).
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are well within the parameters used in the modeling of the Affordable Care Act and do not
diverge from assumptions embedded in the model. Our review and analysis of the proposed
requirements indicate that the impacts are within the model's margin of error.
CBO estimated outlays for the Exchanges and Exchange-related requirements in two
areas: reinsurance and risk adjustment programs, and estimates of State Planning and
Establishment Grants for the implementation of State Exchanges. Below we display the
estimates for outlays and enrollment by type of health insurance coverage over a five-year period
(FY 2012 - FY 2016 for outlays and calendar year 2012-2016 for enrollment). Individuals will
not begin enrollment in the Exchanges until January 1, 2014. Hence, while there are no
Exchange enrollment estimates for 2012 and 2013, other provisions of the law related to the
preparation for Exchange implementation, such as State grants are estimated.
Table 1 includes the CBO's estimates of outlays for reinsurance and risk adjustment, and
estimates of grants from 2012 to 2016. It does not include costs related to reduced Federal
revenues from refundable premium tax credits, which are administered by the Department of the
Treasury subject to IRS rulemaking, the Medicaid effects, which are subject to future
rulemaking, or the policies whose offsets led CBO to estimate that the Affordable Care Act
would reduce the Federal budget deficit by over $200 billion over the next 10 years. Table 2
includes the CBO's estimates ofreceipts for reinsurance and risk adjustment.
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Table I. Estimated Outlays for the Affordable Insurance Exchanges FY 2012 - FY2016, in
billions of dollars
Year
Reinsurance
and Risk
Adjustment
Program
Payments"
Grant
Authority for
Exchange
Start up2

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

---

---

11

18

18

0.6

0.8

0.4

0.2

0.0

Risk-adjustment payments lag receipts shown in Table 2 by one quarter.
Source: CBO

a

CB0.201 l Leiter to Hon. John Boehner. Feb. 18, 201 l http://www.cbo.gov/ftpdocs/120xx/doc12069/hr2.pdf
Accessed on 7/6/11

CBO. 2011. Letter lo Hon. Nancy Pelosi. March 20, 2010.
http://www.cbo.gov/ftpdocs/l 13xx/docl 1379/AmendReconProp.pdf. Accessed on 7/1/11

Table 2. Estimated Receipts for the Affordable Insurance Exchanges FY 2012 - FY2016, in
biJlions of dollars
Year
Reinsurance
and Risk
Adjustment
Program
Receipts'
a

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

---

---

12

16

18

Risk-adjustment payments shown in Table 1 lag receipts by one quarter.

Source: CBO. 2011. Le lier lo Hon. Nancy Pelosi. March 20, 20 I 0.
http://www.cbo.gov/ftpdocs/l l 3xx/doc 11379/AmendReconProp.pdf

Because Exchanges do not begin operation until 2014, there are no outlays for reinsurance and
risk adjustment in 2012 and 2013. CBO estimates that risk adjustment payments and collections
are equal in the aggregate, but that risk adjustment payments lag revenues by one quarter. CBO

2

OACT estimates that the initial start-up costs for Exchanges will be $4.4 billion for 20 I 1-2013 (Sisko, A.M ., et al.,
"National Health Spending Projections: The Estimated Impact of Reform through 2019," Health Affairs, 29, no. l O
(2010): 1933-194 J.
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did not score the impact of risk corridors, but assumed collections would equal payments to plans
in the aggregate.
CBO's estimate of the number of people receiving tax credits through Exchanges under
the Affordable Care Act is based in part on the assumption that Exchanges would be operational
by .January 2014. Participation rates among potential enrollees are expected to be lower in the
first few years (beginning in 2014) as employers and individuals adjust to the features of the
Affordable Care Act and Exchanges become fully operational.
Table 3 contains the estimates of the number of people enrolled in Exchanges from 2012
through 2016. These estimates show that there will be nearly 22 million people enrolled in
Exchanges by the year 2016, and that there will be 32 million fewer uninsured due to the
combined impact of all of the provisions of the Affordable Care Act.

Table 3. Estimated Number of People Enrolled in Exchanges 2012-2016, in millions by
Calendar Year
Year
Total Exchange
Enrollment3
Exchange
Enrollees
Receiving Tax
Credits
EmploymentBased
Coverage
Purchased
Through
Exchanges
Change to
Uninsured
Coverage?"

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

---

---

9

14

22

---

----

8

12

18

---

---

3

2

3

-3

-j

-21

-26

-32

,,

3

OACT estimates that total Exchange enrollment will be 16.9 million in 2014, 18.6 million in 2015, and 24.8
million in 2016.
� OACT estimated that the number of uninsured covered will be 26.2 million in 2014, 29.5 million in 2015, and 32.1
million in 2016.
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/\ Figure includes total effects of Affordable Care Act on change in number of uninsured individuals.
Totals may not add up due to rounding.

Source:
CBO. 2011. CEO March 20 I I Baseline: Health Insurance Exchanges.
http://www.cbo.gov/budget/factsheets/201 I b/HealthlnsuranceExchanges.pdf. Accessed on 4/29/2011

CBO"s March 2011 Baseline: Health Insurance Exchanges.
http://www.cbo.gov/budget/factsheets/2011 b/HealthlnsuranceExchanges.pdf Accessed on June 30, 2011.
CBO's March 2011 baseline: Health Insurance Exchanges. March 18, 2011.

III. Benefits
This RIA accompanies proposed rules that implement key provisions of the Affordable
Care Act related to Affordable Insurance Exchanges, including risk adjustment, reinsurance, and
risk corridors. It is difficult to discuss the benefits of these provisions in isolation. The
overarching goal of Exchanges and related policies in the Affordable Care Act is to make
affordable health insurance available to individuals without access to affordable employersponsored coverage. Different elements of the Affordable Care Act work together to achieve
this goal. Affordable Insurance Exchanges, which create competitive marketplaces where
individuals and small businesses can shop for coverage, reduce the unit price of insurance for the
average consumer by pooling risk and promoting competition. Risk adjustment, reinsurance, and
risk corridors as envisioned in the NPRM play a critical role in ensuring the success of the
Exchanges. Risk corridors encourage health insurance issuers to offer QHPs on Exchanges in the
first three years of their operation by ensuring that all issuers share the risk associated with initial
uncertainty in the pricing of QHPs. Reinsurance protects health insurance issuers from the risk of
high-cost individuals, enabling issuers to offer coverage at a lower premium. Risk adjustment
plays an ongoing role in ensuring that Exchanges are not harmed by adverse selection.
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much as possible. Risk corridors act as an after-the-fact adjustment to premiums based on the
health insurance issuer's experience. They are designed to protect QHP issuers in the individual
and small group market against inaccurate rate setting. Due to uncertainty about the population
during the first years of Exchange operation, plans may not be able to predict accurately their
risk, and their premiums may reflect costs that are ultimately much lower or much higher than
predicted, as reflected in overall profitability. For these plans, risk corridors are designed to shift
cost from plans that overestimate their risk to plans that underestimate their risk. The threshold
for risk corridor payments and charges is reached when a QHP issuer's allowable costs reach
plus or minus three percent of the target amount. An issuer of a QHP plan whose gains are
greater than three percent of the issuer's projections must remit charges to HHS, while HHS
must make payments to an issuer of a QHP plan that experiences losses greater than three
percent of the issuer's projections.
Risk Adjustment
Risk adjustment is a permanent program, administered by States that operate a HHSapproved Exchange, with risk adjustment criteria and methods established by HHS, with States
having the option of proposing alternative methodologies. Risk adjustment is applied to health
plans offered in the individual and small group markets, both inside and outside of the Exchange,
except for grandfathered plans. A State that does not operate an Exchange cannot operate risk
adjustment, although a State operating an Exchange can elect not to rnn risk adjustment. For
States that do not operate an Exchange, or do not elect to operate risk adjustment, HHS will
administer the risk adjustment functions. The Exchange may operate risk adjustment, although a
State may also elect to have an entity other than the Exchange perform the risk adjustment
functions, provided that the selected entity meets the requirements to operate risk adjustment.
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AGREEMENT BETWEEN QUALIFIED .IlEALTH PLAN ISSUER AND
THE CENTERS FOR MEDICARE & M'.EDICAIP SERVICES

THIS QU.Af.,Ui'IED HEALTH PLAN ("QHP'') lSSUER AGREEMENT (''Agteetnent") is
entered into by and between THE CENTERS FOR MEDICARE & MEDICAID SERVICES
"(CMS"); as the Party (as defined below) responsible for the management and oversight of the

Federally-facilitated Exchange ('"FFE"), including the Federally-facilitated Small Business
Health Options Program (''FF-SHOP") and CMS Data Services Huh (''Hub"), and
Land of Lincoln Health

*

("QHPr'),anissuerthat.provides

Health Insurance Coverage through QHPs offered through the FFE and FF-SHOP to Enrollees;
and provides customer service. CMS and QHPI each are hereinafter referred to
collectively, the "Parties."

as a "Party" or,

W�REAS:
l. Section 1301 (a) of the Affordable Care Act ("ACA") provides that QHPs arc health plans
that are certified. by an Exchange and, among other things, comply with the regulations
developed by the Secretary of the Department of Health and Human Services under
section 1311 ( d) and other requirements that an applicable Exchange may establish,
2. QHPI is an entity licensed by an applicable State Department of Insurance (''POI") as an
Issuer and seeks to offer through the FFE in such State one or more plans that are
certified to be QHPs.
3. QHP! will not, without signing another agreement specified by CMS, assist Consumers,.
Applicants, Qualified Individuals, Enrollees, Qualified Employers, and Qualified
Employees, as applicable, in applying for a determination orredetermination of eligibility
for coverage through the FFE or for insurance affordability programs;
4. It is anticipated that periodic APTCs, advance payments of CSRs, and payments of FFE
user fees will be due between CMS and QHPI.

- Now-;-·therefore, in· consideration-ef the-premises-and cevenants -herein- c0ntained, the adequacy
of which the Parties acknowledge, QHPI and CMS agree as follows:
I.

Definitions.

a. Affordable Care Act (ACA) means the Patient Protection and Affordable
Car� Act (Public Law 111-148), as amended by the Health Care arid
Education Reconciliation Act of2010 (Public Law 111-152), which are
referred to collectively as the Affordable Care Act.

b. Advance Payments of the Premium Tax Credit (APTC) has the meaning
set forth in df CFR 155.20.

*Land of Lincoln Mutual Health Insurance Company
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c.

Applicant has the meaning set forth in 45 CFR 155.20.

d. CMS Companion Guides means a CMS-m.1thored guide, available on the
CMS web site, which is meant to be used in conjunction with and supplement
relevant implementation guides published by the Accredited Standards
Committee.
e.

Cl\1S Data Services Bub (Hub) is the CMS Federally-managed service to
interface data among connecting. entities, dncluding HHS, certain other Federal
agencies, and State Medicaid agencies.

f.

CMS Data Services Hub Web Services (Hub Web Services) means
business and technical services made available by CMS to enable the
determination of certain eligibility and enrollment or Federal financial
payment data �ough the Federally-facilitated Exchange web site, including
the collection of personal and financial information necessary for Consumer,
Applicant, Qualified Individual, Qualified Employer, Qualified Employee, or
Enrollee account creations; Qualified Health Plan (QHP) application
submissions; and Insurance Affordability Program eligibility determinations.

g. Consumer means a person who, for himself or herself, or on behalf of another
individual, seeks information related to eligibility or coverage through a
Qualified Health Plan (QHP) or other Insurance Affordability Program, or
whom M agent or broker (including Web-brokers), Navigator, Issuer,
Certified Application Counselor, or other entity assists in applying for a
coverage through QHl>, applying for APTCs and CSRs, and/or completing
enrollment in a QHP through its web site for individual market coverage.

h. Cost-sharing Reduction (CSR) has the meaning set forth in 45 CFR 155.20 ..

i.

Day or Days means calendar days unless otherwise expressly indicated in this
Agreement,

j.

Enrollee has the meaning set forth in 45 CFR 155.20.

k. Federally-facilltated Exchange (FFE) means an Exchange (or
Marketplace) established by IDIS and operated by CMS under Section
132l(c)(l) of the ACA for individual or small group market coverage,
including the Federally-facilitated Small Business Health Options Program

(FF-SB'.OP).
2
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1.

Health Insurance Coverage has the meaning set forth in 45 CFR 155.20.

m. Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA) means the

Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of .1996, Pub. L. No. 10419.1, .as amended, and its implementing regulations.
n. Issuer has the meaning set forth in 45 CFR 144.103.

o, Personally Identifiable Information (PII) has the meaning contained in
OMB Memoranda M-07-16 (May 22, 2007) and means information which can
beused to distinguish or trace an individual's identity, such as their name,
social security number; biometric records. etc., alone, or when combined with
other personal or identifying information that is linked or linkable to a specific
individual, such as date and place of birth, mother's maiden name, etc.
p. Qualifled Employee has the meaning set forth in 45 CFR 155.20.
q. Qualified Employer has the meaning set forth in 45 CFR 155.20.

II.

r.

Quallfied Health Plan (QHP) has the meaning set forth in 45 CFR 155.20.

s.

Qualified Individual has the meaning set forth in 45 CFR 155.29,

t.

State means the State that has licensed the Agent, Broker, or Issuer that is a
party to this Agreement or the State where the Certified Application
Counselor, Navigator, or Non-Navigator that is a party to this Agreement is
operating.

A,ccep�ance of Standard �ules of Conduct.
a. QflPl. b.s:r.�bY. �cmQ"?'}.§Q�� �Y.9J!&rnY.�..tQ .a.c�ent.@4.13:W�� .llY. th� S!@.QilTd rules of
conduct set forth below, and to require that its employees, officers, directors,
contractors, agents, and representatives strictly adhere to the same, in order to gain
and maintain access to the CMS Data Services Hub Web Services ("Hub Web
Services"). QHPI agrees that it will create, collect, disclose, access, maintain, use, or
store P II that it receives from Hub Web Services only in. accordance with all laws as
applicable, including HIP AA and section 141l(g) of the ACA.
b. Standards for Communication with the Hub.

3
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(I)

QHPI must complete testing for each type of transaction it will implement and
shall not be allowed to exchange data witb CMS in production mode until testing
is satisfactorily passed as determined by CMS in its sole discretion. Satisfactorily
passed testing generally means the ability to 'pass all HIPAA compliance
standards, and toprocess electronic healthcare information transmitted by QHPI
to the Hub. This capability to submit. test transactions will be maintained by QHPI
throughout the term of this Agreement.

(2)

As applicable, all transactions must be formatted in accordance with the
Accredited Standards Committee Implementation Guides, adopted under HIPAA,
available at http://�tote.x12.org!store/. CMS will make available Companion
Guides for all applicable transactions, which specify certain situational data
elements necessary.

(3)

QHPl agrees to abide by the Standard. Companion Guide Transaction Information
Instructions related to the ASC X12 Benefit Enrollment and Maintenance (834)
transaction, based on the 00501OX2201mp1ementation Guide and its associated
005010X220Al addenda for the Federally facilitated Exchange (FFE) Companion
Guide Version 1.5, released March 22, 2013, and the CMS Instructions related to
the ASC Xi2 820 transaction as specified in the ASC X12 00501 OX306 Health
Insurance Exchange Related Payments (820) Implementation Guide.

(4)

QHPI agrees-to submit test transactions to the Hub prior to the submission of any
transactions to the FFE production system, to determine that the transactions and
responses comply with all requirements and specifications approved by the CMS
and/or the CMS contractor. 1

(5)

QHPI agrees that prior to the submission of any additional transaction types to the
FFE production system, or
a result of making changes to an ,existing transaction
type or system, it will submit test transactions to the Hub in accordance with

as

-,P!l!'.i\gn1P.h• .(l) �Q.Q.Y�,. _. _ -· _ __ .. . • .
(6)

__ __

_. . _ _ . __

If QHPI enters into relationships with other affiliated entities, or their authorized
designees, for submitting and receiving FFE data, it must execute contracts with
5UCh entities that stipulate that such entities and any subcontractors or affiliates of

I
While CMS owns data in the FFE, oilier contractors operate the FFE system in which the enrollment and financial
management data flow. Contractors provide the pipeline network for the transmission of electronic data, including
the transport of Exchange data to and from the Hub and QHPI so that QHPI may discern the activity related to
enrollment functions of persons they serve. QHPI may also use the transported data to receive descriptions-of
financial transactions from CMS.

4
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such entities, must be bound by the terms of this Agreement, test software, and
receive QHPI's approval of software as being in the proper format and compatible
With the FFE system.
c. As part of a monthly payments and collections reconciliation process, CMS will
recoup or net payments due to QHPI against amounts owed to CMS by QHPI or any
entity operating under the same tax identification number as QHPI (including
overpayments previously made) with respect to offering of QHPs, including the
following types of payments: APTCs, advance payments of CSRs, and payment of
Federally-faci litated Exchange user fees.
d, CMS will undertake all reasonable efforts to implement systems and processes that
will support QHPI functions. In the event of a majQr failure of CM:S systems and
processes, CMS will work with QHPI in good faith to mitigate any harm caused by
such failure.
III.

Effective Date: Term; Renewal.

a. Effective Date and Tenn. This Agreement becomes effective on the date the last of
the two Parties executes this Agreement and ends December 31, 2014.
b. Renewal. This Agreement may be renewed upon the mutual written consent of'both
parties for subsequent and consecutive one (l) year periods.
IV.

Termination.
a. This Agreement shall terminate automatically upon QHPI's ceasing to provide all
coverage wider any Ql!Ps that were offered through an FFE in the State(s) QBPI
offered them.
b. Tem:tlnation with Cause.

-

. - . .,. ... ·- -· - - ...... -- - - . . ...
... ··- ·-- ··-· 1. Termination with Notice by CMS. CMS may terminate this Agreement for
cause upon sixty (60) Days' written notice to QHPI if QH.PI materially
breaches any term of this Agreement as determined at the sole but reasonable
discretion of CMS, unless QJIPI commences curing such breach(es) within
such 60-I)ay period the reasonable satisfaction of CMS in the manner
hereafter described in this subsection, and thereafter diligently prosecutes such
cur� to completion. A QHPI's inability to perform due to a CMS error will not
be considered a material breach. The 60-Day notice from CMS shall contain a
description of the material breach and any suggested options for curing the
breach(es), whereupon QHPI shall have seven (7) Days from the date of the
_._

to

5
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notice in which to propose a plan and a time frame to cure the material
breachf es), which plan and time frame may be rejected, approved, or amended
in CMS' sole but reasonable discretion. The Agreement shall not be
terminated ifQHPI cures the cause for termination within 30 Days' of the
written notice to the satisfaction of CMS, which satisfaction shall be in .CMS'
sole discretion but shall not be unreasonably withheld. Notwithstanding the
foregoing, QHPI shall be considered in "Habitual Default'; of this Agreement
in the event that it has been served with a 60-Day notice under this subsection
more than three CJ) times in any calendar year; whereupon CMS may, in its
sole discretion, immediately thereafter terminate this Agreement upon notice
to QHPI without any further opportunity to cure or propose cure.
2. Termination with Notice by QHPI. At any time prior to midnight on October
31, 2013, QHPI may terminate this Agreement upon sixty (60) Days' written
notice to CMS if CMS materially breaches any term of this Agreement, unless
CMS commences curing such breacb/es) within such 60-Day period to the
reasonable satisfaction of QHPI in the manner hereafter described in this
subsection, and thereafter diligently prosecutes such cure to completion, The
60-Day notice shall contain a description of the material breach/es) and any
suggested options for curing the breachfes), whereupon CMS shall have
fifteen (15) Days from the date of the notice in which to propose a plan and a
time frame to cure the material breach(es), which plan and tune frame shall be
accepted by QHPI unless the same is substantiallyunreaeonable on its face, in
which case the Patties shall thereafter use good faith effortsto come to an
agreement of reasonable cure terms,
c. QHPI acknowledges that termination of this Agreement 1) may affect its ability to
continue to offer QHPs through the FFE; 2) does not relieve QHPI of applicable
obligations to continue providing coverage to enrollees; and 3) specifically does not
relieve QHPI of any obligation under applicable State law to continue to offer
c:oy�!:�g�..fo� .a..fulJ P-!� .Y.���- .Ims bf!.1:eC�EJ.� .�':?��- pg� llD.E._O�� !1:11)' ipdep,e���!ll. -obligation on QHPI, after termination of this Agreement, to continue enrollment or
treat those enrolled as bei?g contracted for coverage.

V.

Miscellaneous.
a. Notice. All notices specifically required under this Agreement shall be given in
writing and shall be delivered as follows:

If to QHPI: To the contact identified in QHPI' s QHP Application using the contact
information provided in QHPI's QHP Application.
6
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Ifto CMS:
Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services (CMS)
Center for Consumer Information & Insurance Oversight (CCIIO)
Attn: Office of the Director - Issuer Agreement
Room 739H
200 Independence Avenue; SW
Washington, DC 20201

Notices sent by hand. or overnight courier service, or mailed by certified or registered
mail, shall be deemed to have been given when received, provided that notices not
given on a business day (i.e., Monday- Friday excluding Federal holidays) between
9;00 a.m. and 5:00 p.m. local time where the recipient is located shall be deemed to
have been given at 9:00 a .m. on the next business day for the recipient. QHPJ or
CMS to this Agreement may change its contact information for notices and other
communications by providing thirty (30) Days' written notice of such change in,
accordance with this provision.
b. Assignment and Subcontraotina. QHPI shall assume ultimate responsibility for all
services and functions includes those that are assigned or subcontracted or other
entities and must ensure that subcontractor and assigns will perform all functions in
accordance with all applicable requirements. QHPI shall further be thereafter subject
to such compliance actions for functions assigned to subcontractors or assignees as
may otherwise be provided for under applicable law. Notwithstanding any assignment
of this Agreement or subcontracting of any responsibility hereunder, QHPI shall not
be released from any of its performance or compliance obligations hereunder, and
shall remain fully bound to the terms and conditions of this Agreement as unaltered
and unaffected by such assignment or subcontracting.

c. Amendment. CMS may amend this Agreement for purposes of reflecting changes in
applicable law or regulations, with such amendments taking effect upon sixty (60)
Dais' written notice to QHPI ("CMS notice period"). Any amendments made under
. - this�p�--;;vision wili�nly have pio��ti.;� .effe�t-� wTiI not beretrospectively. QHPI may reject such amendment, by providing to CMS, during the
CMS notice period, sixty (60) Days' written notice of its intent to reject the ·
amendment ("rejection notice period"). Any such rejection of an amendment made
by CMS shall result in the termination of this Agreement upon expiration of the
rejection notice period.

�pplied- . .

- -.

d. Severability. The invalidity or unenforceability of any provision ofthis Agreement
shall not affect the validity or enforce ability of any other provision of this Agreement.
In the event that any provision of this Agreement is determined to be invalid,
7
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unenforceable or otherwise illegal, such provision shall be deemed restated, in
accordance with applicable law, to reflect as nearly as possible the original intention
of the parties, and the remainder of the Agreement shall be in full force and effect.
e. Disclaimer of Joint Venture, Neither this Agreement nor the activities of the QHPI
contemplated by and under this Agreement shall be deemed or construed to create in
any way any partnership, joint venture or agency relationship between CMS and
QHPI. Neither QHPI nor CMS. is, nor shall either QHPl or CMS hold itself out to be,
vested with any power or right to bind the other Party contractually or to act on behalf
of the other Party, except to the extent expressly set forth in .A.CA and the regulations
codified thereunder, including as codified at45 CFRpart 155.

f. Remedies Cumulative. No remedy herein conferred upon or reserved to CMS under
this Agreement is intended to be exclusive of any· other remedy or remedies available
to CMS under operative law and regulation, and each and every such remedy, to the
extent petmitted by Jaw, shall be cumulative and in addition to any other remedy now
or hereafter existing at law or in equity or otherwise.
g. Governing Law. This Agreement wi11 be governed by the laws and, common law of
the United States
America, including without limitation such regulations as may be
promulgated from time to time by the Department of Health and Human Services or
any of its constituent agencies, without regard to any conflict of laws statutes or rules.
QHPI further agrees and consents to the jurisdiction of the Federal Courts located
within the District of Columbia and the.courts of appeal therefrom, and waives any
claim of lack of jurisdiction or forum non conveniens,

of

h, Audit. QHPI agrees that CMS, the Comptroller General, the Office bf the Inspector
General of HHS or their designees have the right to audit, inspect, evaluate, examine,
and make excerpts, transcripts, and copies of any books, records, documents, and
other evidence of QHPI' s compliance with the requirements of'this Agreement, upon
re�sqnab�e notice to.Q}IPI and_dur.igg.,QHPI'� regµlar .business hoOJ�...and at_QJJJ.?I.'�
regular business location, QHPI further agrees to allow reasonable access to the
information and facilities requested by CMS; the Comptroller General, the Office of
the Inspector General of HHS qr their designees for the purpose of such an audit.

[ remainder of page intentionally blank]
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lN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties have executed this Agreement as of the date indicated by
each signature,

FOROIIPI

Dennis Rizzo, CFO, Land of Lincoln Health*
Typed or printed Name and Title of Person
Authorized to Enter into Agreement for QHPI

·Lano·

of Lincoln

Health*

Issuer Name
79763

Issuer H;IOS ID

.....:�:. :2:. :2: . . . .:S: :;. ;. _lil=
- -=i -v =e=r-=s=i=d:. : e=---=P:. . :l=a=z=a=---_s
, ""'u""'i""'t'-"'e'---'19 0 0, Chi cag o

�LJ L/n

, IL 6 06 0 6

Entity Address

-

-- --

-- ·-

.

.

--

Date
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FOR THE CENTERS FOR MEDICARE & MEDICAID SERVICES (CMS)

The undersigned are Qfficials of C:MS who are a�thorized to represent CMS for purposes

ot this Agreement.

James Kerr
Date
Acting Deputy Director, Operations
Center for Consumer Information & Insurance Oversight
Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services

Date

Tony Trenkle
Director and CMS Chieflnfonnation Officer

Office of Information Services
Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services

10
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QUALIFIEJ) HEALTH PLAN CERTIFICATION AGREEMENT AND PRIVACY
AND SECURITY AGREEMENT BETWEEN QUALIFIED HEALTH PLAN ISSUER
AND
THE CENTERS FOR MEDICARE & MEDICAID SERVICES

THIS' QOALIFIED HEALTH PLAN ("QHP") ISST.JER AGREEMENT ("Agreement") is
entered into by and between THE CENTERS FOR :MEDICARE & MEDICAID SERVICES
"(CMS"), as the party responsible for the management and oversight of the Federally-

facilitated Exchange ("FFE"), including the Federally-facilitated Small Business Health Options
Program ("FF-SHOP") and CMS Data Services Hub ("Hub"), and
LAND OF LINCOLN MUTUAL HEALTH INSURANCE COMPANY ("QHPI"), an Issuer
that provides HealthInsurance Coverage through QHPs offered through the FFE and FF ·SHOP
to Enrollees; and provides customer service. CMS and QHPI each are hereinafter referred to
as a "Party" or, collectively, the "Parties."
WHEREAS:
1. Section 1301(a) of the Affordable Care Act ("ACA'') provides that QHPS are health plans
that are certified by an Exchange and, among other things, comply with the regulations
developed by the Secretary of the Department of Health and Human Services under
section 1311 ( d) and other requirements that an applicable Exchange may establish.

2. QHPI is an entity licensed by an applicable State Department ofinsurance (''DOI") as an
Issuer and seeks to offer through the FfE in such State one or more plans that are
certified to be QHPs.

3. It is anticipated that periodic APTCs, advance payments ofCSRs, and payments ofFFE
user fees will be due between CMS and QHPI.
4. QBPI and CMS are entering into this Agreement to satisfy the requirements under 45 CPR
155 .260(b )(2).

Now, therefore, i11 consideration of the promises and covenants herein contained, the adequacy
of which the Parties acknowledge, QHPI and CMS agree as follows:
I.

Defirutions
a. Affordable Care Act (ACA) means the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act
(Public Law 111-148), as amended by the Health Care and Education Reconciliation
Act of 2010 (Public Law 111-152), which are referred to collectively as the
Affordable Care Act.
b. Advance Payments of the Premium Tax Credit (APTC) has the meaning set forth
in 45 CFR 155.20.
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c. Applicant has the meaning set forth in 45 CFR. 155,20.

d. Breach has :the meaning contained in OMB Memoranda M-07-16 (May 22, 2007),
and means the compromise, unauthorized disclosure, unauthorized acquisition,
unauthorized access, loss of control, or any similar term or phrase that refers to
situations where persons other than authorized uses or for an other than authorized
purpose have access or potential access to Personally Identifiable Information (PII),
whether physical or electronic,
e.

CMS Companion Guides means a CMS-authored guide, available on the CMS web
site, which is meant to be used in conumction with and supplement relevant
implementation guides published by the Accredited Standards Committee.

f.

CMS Data Services Hub (Hub) is the CMS Federally-managed service to interface
data among connecting entities, including HHS, certain other Federal agencies, and
State Medicaid agencies.

g. CMS Data Services Hub Web Services (Hub Web Services) means business and
technical services made available by CMS to enable the determination of certain
eligibility and enrollment or Federal financial payment data through the Federallyfacilitated Exchange web site, including the collection of personal and financial
information necessary for Consumer, Applicant, Qualified Individual; Qualified

Employer, Qualified Employee, or Enrollee account creations; Qualified Health Plan
(QHP) application submissions; and Insurance Affordability Program eligibility
determinations.
h. Consumer means a person who, for himself 01· herself, or on behalf of another
individual, seeks information related to eligibility or coverage through a Qualified
Health Plan (QHP) or other Insurance Affordability Program, or whom an agent or
broker (including Web-brokers), Navigator, Issuer, Certified Application Counselor,
or other entity assists in applying for a coverage through QHP, applying for APTCs
and CSRs, and/or completing enrollment in a QHP through its web site for individual
market coverage.
i.

Cost-sharing Reduction (CSR) has the meaning set forth in 45 CFR 155.20.

j.

Day or Days means calendar days unless otherwise expressly indicated in this
Agreement.

k, Enrollee has the meaning set forth in 45 CPR 155.20.

I.

Federally-facilitated Exchange (FFE) means an Exchange (or Marketplace)
established by HHS and operated by CMS under Section 1321(c)(l) of the ACA for
individual or small group market coverage, including the Federally-facilitated Small
Business Health Options Program (FF-SHOP).

rn. Health Insurance Coverage has the meaning set forth in 45 CFR 155.20.
2
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n. Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (lilP AA) means the Health
Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of 1996, Pub. L No. 104-191, as
amended, and its implementing regulations.

o. Jncident, or Security Incident, means the act of violating an explicit or implied
security policy, which includes attempts (either failed or successful) to gain
unauthorized access to a system or its data, unwanted disruption. or denial of service,
the unauthorized use of a system for the processing 01· storage of data; and changes to
system hardware, firmware, or software characteristics without the owner's
knowledge, instruction, or consent.

p. Issuer has the meaning set forth in 45 CFR 144 .103,
q, Personally Identifiable Information (PII) has the meaning contained in OMB
Memoranda M-07-16 (May 22, 2007), and means inforrnation which can be used to
distinguish or trace an individual's identity, such as their name, social security
number, biometric records, etc., alone, or when combined with other personal or
identifying information that is linked or linkable to a specific individual, such as date
and place of birth, mother's maiden name, etc.

r.

Qualified Employee has the meaning set forth in 45, CFR 155,20.

s,

Qualified Employer has the meaning set forth in 45 CFR 155.20.

t.

Qualified Health Plan (QBP) has the meaning set forth in 45 CFR 155.20.

u, Qualified Individual has the meaning set forth in 45 CFR 155,20.
v. State means the State that has licensed the Issuer that is a party to this Agreement.
IT.

Acceptance of Standard Rt�les o"f Copduct

a. Standards regarding Personally Identifiable Information
QHPI and CMS ate entering into this Agreement to satisfy the requirements under 45

CPR 155.260(b)(2). QHPI hereby acknowledges and agrees to accept and abide by
the standard rules of conduct set forth herein, and to require that its employees,
officers, directors, contractors, agents, and representatives strictly adhere to the same,
in order to gain and maintain access to the CMS Data Services Hub Web Services
("Hub Web Services"). QHPI agrees that it will create, collect, disclose, access,
maintain, use, 01· store PU that it receives directly from Exchange applicants and front
Hub Web Services only in accordance with all laws as applicable, including HIP AA
and section 1411 (g) of the ACA.
(1) Safeg@rds. QHPI agrees to monitor, periodically assess, and update its security
controls and related system risks to ensure the continued effectiveness of those
controls in accordance with 155.260(a)(5); and to inform the Exchange of any
material change in its administrative, technical, or operational environments, or
3
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that would require an alteration of the privacy and security standards within this
Agreement.
(2) Downstream Entities. QHP.I will satisfy the requirement in 45 CFR
155.260(b)(2)(v) to bind downstream entities by entering into written
agreements, including where appropriate, Business Associate Agreements (as
such term is defined under HIPAA.), with any downstream entities that will have
access to Pll as defined in this Agreement.

b. Standards for Communication with the Hub
(1) QHPI must complete testing for each type of transaction it will implement and
shall not be allowed to exchange data with CMS in. production mode until testing
is satisfactorily passed as determined by CMS in its sole discretion. Satisfactorily
passed testing· generally means the ability to pass all HIP AA compliance
standards, and to process electronic healthcare information transmitted by QHPI
to the Hub. This capability to submit test transactions will be maintained by
QI-IPI throughout the term of this Agreement.
(2) As applicable; all transactions must be formatted in accordance with the

Accredited Standards Committee Implementation Guides, adopted under HIP AA,
available at htfp://store.x12.org/store/. CMS will make available Companion
Guides for all applicable transactions, which specify certain situational data
elements necessary.
(3) QHPl agrees to abide by the Standard Companion Guide Transaction Information
Instructions related to the ASC Xl2 Benefit Enrollment and Maintenance (834)
transaction, based on the 00501 OX220 Implementation Guide and its associated
005010X220Al addenda for the Federally facilitated Marketplace (FFM)
Companion Guide Version most recently released by CMS and hi effect at the
time the transactions' are sent, and the CMS Instructions related to the ASC X12
820 transaction as specified in the ASC X12 OOS010X306 Health Insurance
Exchange Related Payments (820) Implementation Guide.
(4) QHPI agrees to submit test transactions to the Hub prior to the submission of any
transactions to the FFE production system, to determine that the transactions and
responses comply with all requirements and specifications approved by the CMS
and/or the CMS contractor.'

I

While CMS owns data in the FFE, other contractors operate the FPE system in which the enrollment and financial
management data flow. Contractors provide the pipelinenetwod< fo,, the transmission of electronic data, including

4
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(5) QHPl agrees that prior to the submission of any additional transaction types to
the FFE production system. or as a result of making changes to an existing
transaction type or system, it will subrni! test transactions to the Hub in
accordance with paragraph (1) above.
(6) If QHPX enters into relationships with other affiliated entities, or their authorized
designees, for submitting and receiving FFE data, it must execute contracts with
such entities that stipulate that such entities and any subcontractors or affiliates of
such entities, must be bound by the terms of this Agreement, test software, and
receive QHPI's approval of software asbeing in the proper format and
compatible with the FFE system.

(7) Incident and Breach Repo:rting Polici� and Procedures. QHPI agrees to report
any Incident or Breach of PlI to the CMS IT Service Desk by telephone at
(410)786-2580 or 1-800-562�1963 or via email notification at
ems it sel'vlce desk@cms.hhs.gov within seventy-two (72) to ninety-six (96)
hours after discovery of the Incident 01· Breach.

UL

CMS Obligations
a. CMS will undertake all reasonable efforts to implement systems and processes that will
support QHPI functions. In the event of a major failure of CMS systems and/or processes>
CMS will work. with QHPI in good faith to mitigate any harm caused by such failure,
b. As part of a monthly payments and collections reconciliation process, CMS will recoup
or net payments due to QHPI against amounts owed to CMS by QHPI or any entity

operating under the same tax identification number as QHPI (including overpayments
previously made) with respect to offering of QHPs, including the following types of
payments: APTCs, advance payments of CSRs, and payment of Federally-facilitated
Exchange user fees.
IV.

Effective Date; Term; Renewal.
ii

a. Effective Date and Term. This Agreement becomes effective on the date the last of the
two Parties executes this Agreement and terminates on December 31, 2015.
b. Renewal. This Agreement may be renewed upon the mutual written consent of both
parties for subsequent and consecutive one (1) year periods.

the transport of Exchange data to and from the Hub and QHPI so that QHPI may discern the activity related to
enrollment functions of persons they serve. QHPI may also use the transported data to receive descriptions of
financial transactions from CMS.
5
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IV.

Termination.
a. This Agreement shall terminate automatically upon QHPI's ceasing to provide all
coverage under any QHPs that were offered through ah FFE in the State(s) QHPI offered

them.
b. CMS acknowledges that QHPI has developed its products for the FFE based on the
assumption that APTCs and CSRs will be available to qualifying Enrollees. In the event
that this assumption ceases to be valid, during the term of this Agreement, CMS
acknowledges that Issuer could have cause to terminate this Agreement subjectto
applicable state and federal law.
c. Tennination witJ1 Notice by CMS. CMS may terminate this Agreement for cause upon.
sixty (60) Days' written notice to QHPI ifQHPI materially breaches any term of this
Agreement as determined at the sole but reasonable discretion of CMS, unless QHPI
commences curing such breachfes) within such 60-Day period to the reasonable
satisfaction of CMS in the manner hereafter described in this subsection, and thereafter
diligently prosecutes such cure to completion, A QHPl's inability to perform due to a
CMS error wi!l not be considered a material breach. The 60-Day notice from CMS shall
contain a description of the material breach and any suggested options for curing the
breachfes), whereupon QHPI shall have seven (7) Days from the date of the notice in
which to propose a plan and a time frame to cure the material breach(es), which plan and
time frame may be rejected, approved, or amended in CMS' sole but reasonable
discretion, The Agreement shall not be terminated if QHPI cutes the cause for
termination within 30 Days ofthe written notice to the satisfaction of CMS, which
satisfaction shall be in CMS' sole discretion 'but shall not be unreasonably withheld.
Notwithstanding the foregoing, QB.PI shall be considered in "Habitual Default" of this
Agreement in the event that it has been served with a 60-Day notice under this subsection
more than three (3) times in any calendar year, whereupon CMS may, in its sole
discretion, immediately thereafter terminate this Agreement upon notice to QHPI without
any further opportunity to cure or propose cure.
d. QHPI acknowledges that termination of this Agreement 1) may affect its ability to
continue to offer QHPs through the FFE; 2) does not relieve QHPI of applicable
obligations to continue providing coverage to enrollees; and 3) specifically does not
relieve QHPI of any obligation under applicable State law to continue to offer coverage
for a full plan year. This Agreement does not impose any independent obligation on
QHPI, after termination of this Agreement, to continue enrollment or treat those enrolled
as being contracted for coverage.

6
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V.

Miscellaneous.
a. Notice. All notices specificallyrequired under this Agreement shall be given in
writing and shall be delivered as follows:
Ifto QHPI: To the contact identified in QHPI's QHP Application using the contact
information provided in QHPI's QHP Application,
Ifto CMS:
Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services (CMS)
Center fol' Consumer Information & Insurance Oversight (CCIIO)
Attn: Office of the Director- Issuer Agreement
Room 739H
200 Independence Avenue, SW
Washington, DC 20201
Notices sent by hand or overnight courier service> or mailed by certified or registered
mail, shall be deemed to have been given when received, provided that notices not
given on a business day (i.e., Monday- Friday excluding Federal holidays) between
9':00 a.m. and 5:00 p.m, local time where the recipient is located shall be deemed to
have been given at 9:00 a.m, on the next business day for the recipient. QHPI or
CMS to this Agreement may change its contact information for notices and other
communications by providing thirty (30) Days, written notice of such change in
accordance with this provision.
b. Assignment and SubcontTacting. QHPI shall assume ultimate responsibility for all
services and functions including those that are assigned or subcontracted to other
entities and must ensure that subcontractors and assignees will perform all functions
in accordance with all applicable requirements. QHPI shall further be subject to such
compliance actions for functions assigned to subcontractors or assignees as may
otherwise be provided for under applicable law. Notwithstanding any assignment of
this Agreement or subcontracting of any responsibility hereunder, QHPI shal 1 not be
released from any of its performance or compliance obligations hereunder, and shall
remain fully bound to the terms and conditions of this Agreement as unaltered and
unaffected by such assignment or subcontracting.

c. Amendme11t. CMS may amend this Agreement for purposes of reflecting changes in
applicable law or regulations, with such amendments taking effect upon sixty (60)
Days' written notice to QHPI ("CMS notice period"), unless a different effective date
is required by law. Any amendments made under this provision will only have
7
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- prospective effect and will not be applied retrospectively unless required by law.
QHPI may reject such amendment, by providing to CMS, during the CMS notice
period, thirty (30) Days' written notice of its intent to reject the amendment
("l'ej ection notice period"). Any such rejection of an amendment made by CMS shall
result in the termination of this Agreement upon expiration of the rejection notice
period.
d. Severabili!X, The invalidity or unenforceability of any provision of this Agreement
shall not affect the validity or enforceability of any other provision ofthis Agreement.
In the event that any provision.of this Agreement is determined to be invalid,
unenforceable or otherwise illegal; such provision shall be deemed restated, in
accordance with applicable law, to reflect as neatly as possible the original intention
of'the parties, and the remainder of the Agreement shall be in full force and effect.
e, Disclaimer of Joint Ventui-e. Neither this Agreement nor the activities of the QHPI
contemplated by and under this Agreement shall be deemed or construed to create in
any way any partnership, joint venture or agency relationship between CMS and
QHPI. Neither QHPI nor CMS is, nor shall either QHPI or CMS hold itself out to be,
Vested with any power or tight to bind the other Party contractually or to act on behalf
of the other Party, except to the extent expressly set forth inACA and the regulations
codified thereunder, including as codified at 45 CPR part 155.

f. Remedies Cumulative. No remedy herein conferred upon or reserved to CMS under
this Agreement is intended to be exclusive of any other remedy or remedies available
to CMS under operative law and regulation, and each and every such remedy, to the
extent permitted by law, shall be cumulative and in addition to any other remedy now
or hereafter existing at law or in equity or otherwise.
g, Governing Law. This Agreement will be governed by the laws and common law of

the United States of America, including without limitation such regulations as may be
promulgated from time to time by the Department of'Health and Human Services or
any of its constituent agencies, without regard to any conflict of laws statutes or rules.
QHPI further agrees and consents to the jurisdiction of the Federal Courts located
within the District of Columbia and the courts of appeal therefrom, and waives any
claim of lack of jurisdiction or forum non conveniens.
h. Audit. QHPI agrees that CMS, the Comptroller General, the Office of the Inspector
General of HHS or their designees have the right to audit, inspect, evaluate, examine,
and make excerpts, transcripts, and copies of any books, records, documents, and
other evidence of QHPI' s compliance with the requirements of this Agreement) upon
8
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reasonable notice to QHPI and during QHPI's regular business hours and at QHl'I's
regular business location. QHPI furthet agrees to allow reasonable access to the
information and: facilities requested by CMS, the Comptroller General, the O:fffoe of
the Inspector General of HH$ or their designees for the purpose of such an audit.

[ remainder of page intentionally blankJ
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties have executed this Agreement as of the date indicated by
each signature.

FOROHPI

guature of Person Authorized to Enter Agreement
on behalf of QHPI

Jason Montrie, President
Type or printed Name and Title of Person

Authorized to Enter into Agreement for QHPI
Land of Lincoln Mutual Health Insurance Company
Issuer Name
79763
Issuer RIOS ID
222 South Riverside Plaza, Suite 1900, Chicago, Illinois 60604
Entity Address
10/21/2014
Date

10
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FOR THE CENTERS FOR MEDICARE & MEDICAID SERVICES <CMS}
The nndenlgned are officlals of CMS who are a11.thorized to repre$ent CMS for purposes

of thls Agre4lmept.

Kevin J, Couutbn
Marketplace ChfofExecutwe Officer and Director
Center fur Con.sumer Information & Insurance Oversight
C�ntei'li for Medicare -& MediciUd Services

Todd A. Lawson
Actin� Directer, Office ofE-Health Standards and Services

and Act.ing Senior Official fur Privacy
Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services

11
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QUALlFIED HEALTH PLAN CERTIFICATION AGREEMENT AND PRIVACY
AND SECURITY AGREEMENT BETWEEN QUALIFIED Hli!ALTH PLAN ISSUER
AND
THE CENTERS FOR MEDICARE & MEDICAID SERVICES

THIS QUALIFiED :8.EALTH PLAN ("QBP1') ISSUER AGREEMENT ("Agreement") ls.
entered into by and between THE CENTERS FOR MEDICARE & MEPICAlD SERVICES

"(CMS"), as the party responsible for the management and oversight of the Federally·
facilitated Exchange ("FFE"), including th'e Federally-facilitated Small Business Health Options
Program ("FF-SHOP") and CMS Dara Services Hub ("Hub"),. and
Land of Lincoln Mutual Health lnsura1-1ce Company ("QHPf"), an Issuer that provides
Health Insurance Coverage through QHPs offered through the FFE and FF-SHOP to Enrollees;
and provides customer service. CMS and QHPl each ate hereinafter referred to as a "Party" or,
collectively, the "Parties."
WHEREAS:

1. Section 1301 (a) of the Affordable Care Act ("ACA") provides that QHPs are health plans
that are certified by an Exchange and, among other things, comply with the regulations
developed by the Secretary of the Department of Health and Human Services under
section 1311 (d) and other requirements that an applicable Exchange. may establish.
2. QHPI is an entity licensed by an applicable State Department of lnsuranceI''Df)!") as an
Issuer and seeks to offer through the FFE in such State one or more plans that are
certified to be QHPs.
·
3. It is anticipated that periodic APTCs, advance payments of CSRs, and payments of FFE

user fees will be due between CMS and QHPI.
4. QHPI and CMS are entering Into this Agreement to satisfy the requirements undei-:45 CFR
I 55.260(b)(2).

Now, therefore, in consideration of the promises and covenants herein contained, the adequacy
of which the Parties acknowledge, QHPT and CMS agree as follows:
·

I.

Definitions
a. Affordable. Care Act (ACA) means the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act
(Public Law 111-148), as amended by the Health Care and Education Reconciliation
Act of 20 IO (Public Law 111-152), which are referred to collectively as the
Affordable Care Act.
b. Advance Payments of the Premium Tax Credit (APTC) has the meaning set forth
in 45 CPR 155.20.
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c. Applicant has the meaning set forth in 45 CFR I 55.20.

d. Breach has the meaning contained in OMB Memoranda M-07· 16 (May 22, 2007),
and means the compromise, unauthorized disclosure, unauthorized acquisition,
unauthorized access, loss of control, or any similar term or phrase that refers to
situations Where persons other than authorized uses or for an other than authorized
purpose have access or potential access to Personally Identifiable Information (Pll),
whetnerphyslcel or electronic,
e. CMS Companion Guides means a CMS-authored guide, available on the CMS web
site, which is meant to be used in conjunction with and supplement relevant
implementation guides published by the Accredited Standards Committee.
f.

CMS Data Services Hub (Hub) is the CMS Federally-managed service to interface
data among connecting entities, includlng HHS, certain other Federal agencies, and
State Medicaid agencies.

g, CMS Data Services Hub Web Services (Hub Web Services) means business and

technical services made available by CMS to enable the determination of certain
eligibility and enrollment or Federal financial payment data through the Federallyfacilitated Exchange web site, including the collection of personal and financial
Information necessary for Consumer, Applicant, Qualified Individual, Qualified
Employer, Qualified Employee, or Enrollee account creations; Qualified Health Plan
(QI-IP) application submissions; and Insurance Affordability Program eligibility
determinations.
h. Consumer means a person who, for himself or herself, or on behalf ofanother
individual, seeks Information related to eligibility or coverage through a Qualified
Health Plan (QHP) or other Insurance Affordability Program, or whom an agent or
broker (including Web-brokers), Navigator, Issuer, Certified Application Counselor,
or other entity assists in applying for a coverage through QHP, applying for APTCs
and CSRs, and/or completing enrollment in a QHP through its web site for individual
market coverage.
i,

Cost-sharing Reduction (CSR) has the meaning set forth in 45 CPR 155 .20.

j.

Day or Days means calendar days unless otherwise expressly indicated in this
Agreement.

k, Enrollee has the meaning set forth in 45 CFR 155.20.
I.

Federally-facilitated Exchange (FFE) means an Exchange (01· Marketplace)
established by HHS and operated by CMS under Section 1321 (c)(l) of the ACA for
individual or small group market coverage, including the Federally-facilitated Small
Business Health Options Program (FF-SHOP).

m, Health Insurance Coverage has the meaning set forth in 45 CFR 155.20.
2
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n. Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA) means the Health
Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of 1996, Pub. L. No. l 04.·191, as
amended, and its implementing regulations.

o, Incident, or Security Incident, means the act of violating an explicit or implied
security policy, which includes attempts (either failed or successful) to gain
unauthorized access to a system or its data, unwanted disruption or denial of service,
the unauthorized use of a system for the processing 01· storage of data; and changes to
system hardware, flrrnware, or software characteristics without the owner's
knowledge, instruction, or consent,
p. Issuer has the meaning set forth in 45 CFR 144.103,
q. Personally Identifiable Information (PU) has; the meaning contained in OMB
Memoranda M·07·16 (May 22, 2007), and means information which can be used to
distinguish or trace an individual's identity, such as their name, social security
number, biometric records, etc., alone, or when combined with other personal or
identifying information that is linked or linkable to a specific individual, such as date
and place of'blrth, mother's maiden name, etc.
r.

Qualified Employee has the meaning set forth in45 CFR 155.20.

s. Qualified Employer has the meaning set forth in 45 CPR 15.5.20.
t.

Qualified Health Plan (QHP) has the meaning set forth in 45 CFR I 55.20.

u. Qualified Individual has the meaning set forth in 45 CFR I 55.20.
v. State means the State that has licensed the Issuer that. is a party to this Agreement.
II.

Acceptan,ce of Standard Rules of Conduct
a. Standards regarding Personally Identifiable Information
QHPI and CMS are entering into this Agreement to satisfy the requirements under 45
CFR l 5S.260(b)(2). QHPl hereby acknowledges and agrees to accept and abide by

the standard rules of conduct set forth herein, and to require that its employees,
officers, directors, contractors, agents, and representatives strictly adhere to. the same,
in order to gain and maintain access to the CMS Data Services Hub Web Services
("Hub Web Services"). QHPI agrees that it will create, collect, disclose, access,
maintain, use, 01· store PH that it receives directly from Exchange applicants and
from Hub Web Services only in accordance with aft Jaws as applicable, including
HIPAA and section 141 l(g) of the ACA.
(1) Safeguards. QHPJ agrees to monitor, periodically assess, and update its security

controls and ref ated system risks to ensure the continued effectiveness of those
controls in accordance with l 55.260(a)(5); and to inform the Exchange of any
material change in its administrative, technical, or operational environments, or
3
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that would require an alteration of the privacy and security standards within this
Agreement.
(2) Downstt·eam Entities. QHPl will satisfy the requirement in 45 CFR
155.260(b)(2)(v) to bind downstream entities by entering into written

agreements, including where appropriate, Business Associate Agreements (as
such term is defined under HIP AA), with any downstream entities that will have
access to PI! as defined in this Agreement.

b. Standards for Communication with the Hub
(I) QHPl must complete testing for each type of transaction it will implement and

shall not be allowed to exchange data with CMS in production mode until testing
is satisfactorily passed as determined by CMS in its sole discretion. Satisfactorily
passed testing generally means the ability to pass all HIPAA compliance
standards, and to process electronic healthcare information transmitted by QHPI
to the Hub. This capability to submit test transactions will be maintained by
QHPI throughout the term of this Agreement
(2) As applicable, all transactions must be formatted in accordance with the
Accredited Standards Committee Implementation Guides, adopted under HIPAA,
available athttp://store.xI2.org/store/. CMS will make available Companion
Guides for all applicable transactions, which specify certain Situational data
elements necessary,
(3) QHPI agrees to abide by the Standard Companion Guide Transaction Information
Instructions related to the ASC X12 Benefit Enrollment and Maintenance (834)
transaction, based on the 0050 I OX220 Implementation Guide and its associated
0050 I OX220Al addenda for the Federally facilitated Marketplace (rFM)
Companion Guide Version most recently released by CMS and in effect at the
time the transactions are sent, and the CMS Instructions related to the ASC Xt2
820 transaction as specified in the ASC X t 2 00501 OX306 Health Insurance
Exchange Related Payments (820) Implementation Guide.
(4) QHPJ agrees to submit test transactions to the Hub prior to the submission of any
transactions to the FFE production system, to determine that the transactions and
responses comply with all requirements and specifications approved by the CMS
and/or the CMS contractor.'

I

While CMS owns data in the FFE. other contractors operate the FFE system in which the enrollment and financial
management data flow. Contractors provide the pipeline network for the transrnission of electronic data, including

4
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(5) QHPI agrees that prior to the submission of any additional transaction types to
the PFE production system, or as a result of making changes to an existing
transaction type 01• system, it will submit test transactions to the Hub in
accordance with paragraph (1) above.

(6) If QHPI enters into relationships With other affiliated entities, or theiu authorized
designees, for submitting and.recelving FFE data, it must execute contracts with
such entities that stipulate that such entities and any subcontractors 01· affillates of
such entities, must be bound by the terms of this Agreement, test software, and
receive QHPl's approval of software as being in the proper format and
compatible with the FFE system.
(7) Incident and Breach Repo1ting Policies and Procedui·es. QHPI agrees to report
any Incident or Breach of PJJ to the CMS IT Service Desk by telephone at
(410)786-2580 or i-800-562-1963 or via email notificatlon at
ems it sel'vice desk@cms.hhs.gov within seventy-two (72) to ninety-six (96)
hours after discovery bf the Incident or Breach.

III.

CMS Obligations
a. CMS will undertake all reasonable efforts to implement systems and processes that will
support QHPI functions. In the event of a major failure of CMS systems and/or processes,
CMS will work with QHPI in good faith to mitigate any harm caused by such failure.

b. As part of a monthly payments and collections reconciliation process, CMS' wi II recoup
or net payments due to QHPI against amounts owed to CMS by QHPI or any entity
operating under the same tax identification number as QHPI (including overpayments
previously made) with respect to offering ofQHPs, including the following types of
payments: APTCs, advance payments of CSRs, and payment of Federally-facilitated
Exchange user fees.
IV.

Effective Date: Term; Renewal.
a. Effective Date and Term. This Agreement becomes effective on the date the last of the

two Parties executes this Agreement and terminates on December 31, 2016.
b. Renewal. This Agreement may be renewed upon the mutual written consent of both
parties for subsequent and consecutive one (I) year periods.

the transport of'Exchange dala to and from the Hub and QHPI so that QHPI may discern the activity related to
enrollment functions of persons they serve, QHPI may also use the transported data to receive descriptions of
financial transactions from CMS.

5
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IV.

Termination.

a. This Agreement shall terminate automatically upon QHPI's ceasing to provide al I
coverage under any QHPs that were offered through an FFE in the State(s) QHPI offered
them.
b. CMS acknowledges that QHPJ has developed its products for the PFE based on the
assumption that APTCs and CSRs will be available to qualifying Enrollees. In the event
that this assumption ceases to be valid during the term of this Agreement, CMS
acknowledges that Issuer could have cause· to terminate this Agreement subject to
applicable state and federal law.
c,

Termination with Notice by CMS. CMS may terminate this Agreement for cause upon
sixty (60) Days' written notice to QHPI if QHPI materially breaches any term of this
Agreement as determined at the sole but reasonable discretion of CMS, unless QHPJ
commences curing such breachtes) within such 60-Day period to the reasonable
satisfaction of CMS in the manner hereafter described in this subsection, and thereafter
diligently prosecutes such cute to completion. A QHPI's inability to perform due to ii
CMS error will not be considered a material breach. The 60-Day notice from CMS shall
contain a description of the material breach and any suggested options for curing the
breach'(es), whereupon Qf-IPI shall have seven.FZ) Days from the date of the notice in
whlch to propose a plan and a time frame to cure the material breachies), which plan and
time frame may be rejected, approved, or amended in CMS' sole but reasonable
discretion. The Agreement shall not be terminated if QHPI cures the cause for
termination within 30 Days of the written notice to the satisfaction of CMS, which
satisfaction shall be in CMS' sole discretion but shall not be unreasonably withheld.
Notwithstanding the foregoing, QHPI shall be considered in "Habitual Default" of this
Agreement in the event that it has been served with a 60-Day notice under this subsection
more than three (3) times in any calendar year, whereupon CMS may, hi its sole
discretion, immediately thereafter terminate this Agreement upon notice to QHPJ without
any further opportunity to cure or propose cure.

d. QHPI acknowledges that termination of this Agreement I) may affect its ability to
continue to offer QHPs through the FFE; 2) does not relieve QHPI of applicable
obligations to continue providing coverage to enrollees; and 3) specifically does not
relieve QHPI bf any obligation under applicable State Jaw to continue to offer coverage
for a full plan year. This Agreement does not impose any independent obligation on .
QHPI, after termination of this Agreement, to continue enrollment 01· treat those enrolled
as being contracted for coverage.

6
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V.

Miscellaneous.
a. Notice. All notices specifically required under this Agreement shall be given in
writing and shall be delivered as follows:
If tc QHPI: To the contact identified in QHPI's QHP Application using the contact
inforrnation provided in QHPl's QHP Application.
If to CMS:
Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services (CMS)
Center for Consumer Information & Insurance Oversight (CCllO)
Attn: Office of the Dlrector- Issuer Agreement
Room 739H
200 Independence Avenue, SW
Washington, DC 20201
Notices sent by hand or overnight courier service, or mailed by certified 01· registered
mail, shall be deemed to have been given when received, provided that notices not
given on a business day (l.e., Monday- Friday excluding Federal holidays) between
9:00 a.m, and 5:00 p.m. local time where the recipient is located shall be deemed to
have been given at 9:00 a.rn. on the next business day for the recipient, QHPI or
CMS to this Agreement may change its contact information for notices and other
communications by providing thirty (30) Days' written notice of such change in
accordance with this provision,
b. Assignment and Subcontracting. QHPT shall assume u ltimate responsibility for all
services and functions including those that are assigned or subcontracted to other
entities and must ensure that subcontractors and assignees will perform all functions.
in accordance with all applicable requirements. QHPI shall further be subject to such
compliance actions for functions assigned to subcontractors or assignees as may
otherwise be provided for under applicable law. Notwithstanding any assignment of
this Agreement or subcontracting of any responsibility hereunder, QHPI shall not be
released from any of its performance or compliance obligations hereunder, and shall
remain fully bound to the terms and conditions of this Agreement as unaltered and
unaffected by such assignment or subcontracting.
c. Amendment. CMS may amend this Agreement for purposes of reflecting changes in
applicable law or regulations, with such amendments taking effect upon sixty (60)
Days' written notice to QHPI ("CMS notice period"), unless a different effective date
is required by law. Any amendments made under this provision will only have
7
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prospective effect and will not be applied retrospectively unless requited by law.
QHPI may reject such amendment, by providing to CMS,, during the CMS notice
period, thirty (30) Days' written notice of its intent to reject the amendment
("rejection notice period"). Any such rejection of an amendment made by CMS shall
result in the termination of this Agreement upon expiration of the rejection notice
period.
cl. Severability. The invalidity or unenforceability of any provlslon of this Agreement
shall not affect the validity or enforceability of any other provision of this Agreement.
In the event that any provision of this Agreement is determined to be invalid;
unenforceable or otherwise illegal, such provision shall be deemed restated, in
accordance with applicable law, to reflect as nearly as possible the original intention
of the parties; and the remainder of the Agreement shall be in full force and effect.
e. Disclairner of Joint Venture. Neither this Agreement nor the activities of the QHPI
contemplated by and under this Agreement shall be deemed or construed to create in
any way any partnership, joint venture or agency relationship between CMS and
QHPL Neither QHPI nor CMS is, nor shall either QHPl or CMS hold Itself out to be,
vested with any power or right to bind the other Party contractually or to act on behalf
of the other Party, except to the extent expressly set forth in ACA and the regulations
codified thereunder, including as codified at4S CFR part 155.
f.

Remedies Cumulative. No remedy herein conferred upon or reserved to CMS under
this Agreement is intended to be exclusive of any other remedy or remedies available
to CMS under operative law and regulation, and each and every such remedy.to the
extent permitted by law, shall be cumulative and in addition to any other remedy now
or hereafter existing at law or in equity or otherwise.

g. Governing Law. This Agreement will be governed by the laws and common law of
the United States of America, including without limitation such regulations as may be
promulgated from time to time by the Department of Health and Human Services or
any of its constituent agencies, without regard to any conflict of laws statutes or rules.
QHPI further agrees and consents to the jurisdiction of the Federal Courts located
within the District of Columbia and the courts of appeal therefrom, and waives any
claim of lack of jurisdiction or forum non conveniens.
h, Audit. QHPI agrees that CMS, the Comptroller General, the Office of the Inspector
General of HHS or their designees have the right to audit, inspect, evaluate, examine,
and make excerpts, transcripts, and copies of any books, records, documents, and
other evidence of QHPI's compliance with the requirements of this Agreement, upon
&
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reasonable notice to QHPI and during QHPI's regular business hours and at QHPT's
regular business location. QlfPl further agrees to allowreasonable access to the
information and facilities requested by CMS, the Ccmptroller General, the Office of
the Inspector General of Hi-IS or their designees for the purpose of s.uch an audit.
[remainder of pa:ge intentionally blank]
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lN WITNESS Wl-!EREOF, the parties have executed this Agreement as of the date indicated by
each signature.

FOR QHPI

r: .. 1ature of Person Authorized to E11te1· Agreement
on behalfofQHPl

Jason Montrle, President
Typed or printed Name and Title of Person
Authorized to Enter into Agreement for QHPi

Land of Lincoln Mutual Health Insurance"
Issuer Name
79763

Issuer HTOS ID
222 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 1600

Entity Address
09/21/2015
Date
*Full Legal Name: Land of Lincoln Mutual Health Insurance Company

10
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FOi THF. CRNT�RS FOR ME.DJCARE & MEDICAID SERVICES (CMS)
The undersigned are officials of CMS who are authorized to rcprcsenr CMS for purposes of this
Agreement.

l{evin7:n�

Marketplace Chief Executive Officer and Director
Center for Consumer Information & Insurance Oversight
Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services
·

..
I

UaN//_
{)___
. _'----·
Nelsont:5�

David ,J,
Deputy Chief Operating Officer and Chief Information Officer
Centers for Medicate & Medicaid Services
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45 CFR Subtitle A (10-1-13 Edition)

§ 153.510
§ 155.20 of this subchapter) provided
that such differences are tied directly
and exclusively to Federal or State requirements or prohibitions on the coverage of benefits that apply differently
to plans depending on whether they are
offered through or outside an Exchange.
Risk corridors means any payment adjustment system based on the ratio of
allowable costs of a plan to the plan's
target amount.
Target amount means, with respect to
a QHP, an amount equal to the total
premiums earned with respect to a
QHP, including any premium tax credit
under any governmental program, reduced by the allowable administrative
costs of the plan.
Taxes and regulatory fees mean, with
respect to a QHP, Federal and State licensing and regulatory fees paid with
respect to the QHP as described in
§ 158.161(a) of this subchapter, and Federal and State taxes and assessments
paid with respect to the QHP as described in § 158.162(a)(l) and (b)(l) of
this subchapter.
[77 FR 17248, Mar. 23, 2012, as amended at 78
FR 15530, 15550, Mar. 11, 2013; 78 FR 54133,
Aug. 30, 2013]
§ 153.510

Risk corridors establishment
and payment methodology.

(a) General requirement. A QHP issuer
must adhere to the requirements set by
HHS in this subpart and in the annual
HHS notice of benefit and payment parameters for the establishment and administration of a program of risk corridors for calendar years 2014, 2015, and
2016.
(b) HHS payments to health insurance
issuers. QHP issuers will receive pay-

ment from HHS in the following
amounts, under the following circumstances;
(1) When a QHP's allowable costs for
any benefit year are more than 103 percent but not more than 108 percent of
the target amount, HHS will pay the
QHP issuer an amount equal to 50 percent of the allowable costs in excess of
103 percent of the target amount; and
(2) When a QHP's allowable costs for
any benefit year are more than 108 percent of the target amount, HHS will
pay to the QHP issuer an amount equal
to the sum of 2.5 percent of the target

amount plus 80 percent of allowable
costs in excess of 108 percent of the target amount.
(c) Health insurance issuers' remittance
of charges. QHP issuers must remit

charges to HHS in the following
amounts, under the following circumstances:
(1) If a QHP's allowable costs for any
benefit year are less than 97 percent
but not less than 92 percent of the target amount, the QHP issuer must remit
charges to HHS in an amount equal to
50 percent of the difference between 97
percent of the target amount and the
allowable costs; and
(2) When a QHP's allowable costs for
any benefit year are less than 92 percent of the target amount, the QHP
issuer must remit charges to HHS in an
amount equal to the sum of 2.5 percent
of the target amount plus 80 percent of
the difference between 92 percent of the
target amount and the allowable costs.
(d) Charge submission deadline. A QHP
issuer must remit charges to HHS
within 30 days after notification of
such charges.
[77 FR 17248, Mar. 23, 2012, as amended at 78
FR 15530, Mar. 11, 2013]
§ 153.520

Attribution and allocation of
revenue and expense items.

(a) Attribution to QHP. Each item of
revenue or expense in the target
amount with respect to a QHP must be
reasonably attributable to the operation of the QHP, with the attribution
based on a generally accepted accounting method, consistently applied. To
the extent that an issuer utilizes a specific method for allocating expenses for
purposes of §158.170 of this subchapter,
the method used for purposes of this
paragraph must be consistent.
(b) Allocation across plans. Each item
of revenue or expense in the target
amount must be reasonably allocated
across a QHP issuer's plans, with the
allocation based on a generally accepted accounting method, consistently applied. To the extent that an issuer utilizes a specific method for allocating
expenses for purposes of § 158.170 of this
subchapter, the method used for purposes of this paragraph must be consistent.
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Company Information
Line Description
Company Name:
Group Affiliation:
Federal EIN:
A.M. Best Number:
NAIC Group Code:
NAIC Company Code:
DBA / Marketing Name:
HIOS Issuer ID:
Business in the State of:
Domiciliary State:
Address:
Federal Tax Exempt:
Not-For-Profit:
Benefit Year:

Value
Land of Lincoln Mutual Health Insurance Company
Land of Lincoln Mutual Health Insurance Company
900962741

Land of Lincoln Mutual Health Insurance Company
79763
Illinois
Illinois
222 South Riverside Plaza, Suite 1600 Chicago, IL 60606
Yes
Yes
2015

Cell Keys for Parts 1 - 3:
White cells accept input from the issuer
Grey cells require no data input – input will result in an upload failure
Green cells require no data input – fields will be auto-calculated for the user
Asterisk (*) denotes a field that will be auto-populated for the user

PRA Disclosure Statement
According to the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995, no persons are
required to respond to a collection of information unless it displays a valid
OMB control number. The valid OMB control number for this information
collection is 0938-1164. The time required to complete this information
collection is estimated to average 6 hours per response, including the time
to review instructions, search existing data resources, gather the data
needed and complete and review the information collection. If you have
comments concerning the accuracy of the time estimate(s) or suggestions
for improving this form, please write to: CMS, 7500 Security Boulevard,
Attn: PRA Reports Clearance Officer, Mail Stop C4-26-05, Baltimore,
Maryland 21244-1850.
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Risk Corridors Plan Level Data - Individual
1.Non-Grandfathered ACA-compliant plans

Line Description

A.
Individual
Total Premium
Earned

Blank Column

All non-Grandfathered ACA-compliant plans

$

127,889,883

B.
Individual
Proportion of
Market Premium
100.0%

2. Exchange QHPs

3. Off-Exchange QHPs
Exchange QHP
C.
Plan Name*

Swedish Covenant Land of Lincoln Gold
Swedish Covenant Land of Lincoln Silver
Swedish Covenant Land of Lincoln Platinum
Land of Lincoln Champion PPO Gold
Land of Lincoln Champion PPO Platinum
Illinois Health Partners Land of Lincoln Gold
Illinois Health Partners Land of Lincoln Silver
Illinois Health Partners Land of Lincoln Platinum
Presence Health Land of Lincoln Gold PPO
Presence Health Land of Lincoln Silver PPO
Presence Health Land of Lincoln Platinum PPO
Centegra Land of Lincoln Health Plan - Gold
Centegra Land of Lincoln Health Plan - Silver
Centegra Land of Lincoln Health Plan - Platinum
Adventist Land of Lincoln Gold PPO 500
Adventist Land of Lincoln Silver PPO 3000
Adventist Land of Lincoln Bronze PPO 5000
Adventist Land of Lincoln Platinum PPO 250
LLH Family Health Network Silver 3100

Exchange QHP
D.
HIOS Plan ID*

79763IL0430001
79763IL0430002
79763IL0430004
79763IL0440001
79763IL0440004
79763IL0450001
79763IL0450002
79763IL0450004
79763IL0460001
79763IL0460002
79763IL0460004
79763IL0480001
79763IL0480002
79763IL0480004
79763IL0500001
79763IL0500002
79763IL0500003
79763IL0500004
79763IL0510002

E.
Individual
Total Premium
Earned

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

3,164,333
4,354,958
2,884,539
272,489
523,422
1,373,561
3,120,721
1,359,434
18,337
369,408
140,810
672,330
4,027,135
2,032,101
561,341
577,109
877,740
2,925,108
31,407,481

Exchange QHP
F.
Individual
Proportion of
Market Premium in
Table 1
2.5%
3.4%
2.3%
0.2%
0.4%
1.1%
2.4%
1.1%
0.0%
0.3%
0.1%
0.5%
3.1%
1.6%
0.4%
0.5%
0.7%
2.3%
24.6%

Off Exchange QHP
G.
Plan Name*

Swedish Covenant Land of Lincoln Gold
Swedish Covenant Land of Lincoln Silver
Swedish Covenant Land of Lincoln Platinum
Land of Lincoln Champion PPO Gold
Land of Lincoln Champion PPO Platinum
Illinois Health Partners Land of Lincoln Gold
Illinois Health Partners Land of Lincoln Silver
Illinois Health Partners Land of Lincoln Platinum
Presence Health Land of Lincoln Gold PPO
Presence Health Land of Lincoln Silver PPO
Presence Health Land of Lincoln Platinum PPO
Centegra Land of Lincoln Health Plan - Gold
Centegra Land of Lincoln Health Plan - Silver
Centegra Land of Lincoln Health Plan - Platinum
Adventist Land of Lincoln Gold PPO 500
Adventist Land of Lincoln Silver PPO 3000
Adventist Land of Lincoln Bronze PPO 5000
Adventist Land of Lincoln Platinum PPO 250
LLH Family Health Network Silver 3100
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Off Exchange QHP
H.
HIOS Plan ID*

79763IL0430001
79763IL0430002
79763IL0430004
79763IL0440001
79763IL0440004
79763IL0450001
79763IL0450002
79763IL0450004
79763IL0460001
79763IL0460002
79763IL0460004
79763IL0480001
79763IL0480002
79763IL0480004
79763IL0500001
79763IL0500002
79763IL0500003
79763IL0500004
79763IL0510002

I.
Individual
Total Premium
Earned

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

464,198
568,049
204,495
173,582
236,830
285,426
363,213
226,074
16,750
64,742
31,570
232,075
477,991
530,583
162,857
64,518
314,138
647,569
291,411

Off Exchange QHP
J.
Individual
Proportion of
Market Premium in
Table 1
0.4%
0.4%
0.2%
0.1%
0.2%
0.2%
0.3%
0.2%
0.0%
0.1%
0.0%
0.2%
0.4%
0.4%
0.1%
0.1%
0.2%
0.5%
0.2%
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Risk Corridors Plan Level Data - Small Group
1.Non-Grandfathered ACA-compliant plans

Line Description

Blank Column

All non-Grandfathered ACA-compliant plans

A.

B.

Small Group

Small Group

Total Premium

Proportion of

Earned

Market Premium

$

29,968,028

100.0%

2. Exchange QHPs

3. Off-Exchange QHPs
Exchange QHP

Exchange QHP

Exchange QHP Exchange QHP

Off Exchange

Off Exchange

C.

D.

E.

F.

Off Exchange QHP
G.

Off Exchange QHP
H.

QHP

QHP

Plan Name*

HIOS Plan ID*

Small Group

Small Group

Plan Name*

HIOS Plan ID*

I.

J.

Total Premium

Proportion of

Small Group

Small Group

Earned

Market Premium

Total Premium

Proportion of

in Table 1

Earned

Market Premium
in Table 1

#
1 SBAC Land of Lincoln Gold 2000 HSA

79763IL0420001

$

40,335

0.1% SBAC Land of Lincoln Gold 2000 HSA

79763IL0420001

$

276,954

0.9%

2 Swedish Covenant Land of Lincoln Gold

79763IL0550001

$

98,165

0.3% Swedish Covenant Land of Lincoln Gold

79763IL0550001

$

210,805

0.7%

3 Swedish Covenant Land of Lincoln Silver

79763IL0550002

$

59,766

0.2% Swedish Covenant Land of Lincoln Silver

79763IL0550002

$

298,759

1.0%

4 Swedish Covenant Land of Lincoln Platinum

79763IL0550004

$

59,078

0.2% Swedish Covenant Land of Lincoln Platinum

79763IL0550004

$

50,390

0.2%

5 Land of Lincoln Champion PPO Platinum

79763IL0560004

$

8,676

0.0% Land of Lincoln Champion PPO Platinum

79763IL0560004

$

480,109

1.6%

6 Illinois Health Partners Land of Lincoln Gold

79763IL0570001

$

23,440

0.1% Illinois Health Partners Land of Lincoln Gold

79763IL0570001

$

76,437

0.3%

7 Illinois Health Partners Land of Lincoln Silver

79763IL0570002

$

50,763

0.2% Illinois Health Partners Land of Lincoln Silver

79763IL0570002

$

51,681

0.2%

8 Illinois Health Partners Land of Lincoln Platinum

79763IL0570004

$

9,726

0.0% Illinois Health Partners Land of Lincoln Platinum

79763IL0570004

$

329,717

1.1%

9 Presence Health Land of Lincoln Gold PPO

79763IL0580001

$

12,445

0.0% Presence Health Land of Lincoln Gold PPO

79763IL0580001

$

10,148

0.0%

10 Presence Health Land of Lincoln Platinum PPO

79763IL0580004

$

9,412

0.0% Presence Health Land of Lincoln Platinum PPO

79763IL0580004

$

60,782

0.2%

11 Centegra Land of Lincoln Health Plan Platinum

79763IL0600004

$

115,937

0.4% Centegra Land of Lincoln Health Plan Platinum

79763IL0600004

$

378,745

1.3%

12 Adventist Land of Lincoln Bronze PPO 5000

79763IL0620003

$

6,053

0.0% Adventist Land of Lincoln Bronze PPO 5000

79763IL0620003

$

108,704

0.4%

13 Adventist Land of Lincoln Platinum PPO 250

79763IL0620004

$

48,055

0.2% Adventist Land of Lincoln Platinum PPO 250

79763IL0620004

$

1,072,592

3.6%

14 Land of Lincoln Preferred PPO Gold

79763IL0700001

$

113,559

0.4% Land of Lincoln Preferred PPO Gold

79763IL0700001

$

1,936,046

6.5%

15 Land of Lincoln Preferred PPO Silver

79763IL0700002

$

10,600

0.0% Land of Lincoln Preferred PPO Silver

79763IL0700002

$

340,716

1.1%

16 Land of Lincoln Preferred PPO Bronze

79763IL0700003

$

16,483

0.1% Land of Lincoln Preferred PPO Bronze

79763IL0700003

$

471,377

1.6%
17.4%

17 CO-OPtions Land of Lincoln National Elite Gold, a Multi-State Plan

79763IL0710001

$

455,916

1.5% CO-OPtions Land of Lincoln National Elite Gold, a Multi-State Plan

79763IL0710001

$

5,220,818

18 CO-OPtions Land of Lincoln National Elite Silver, a Multi-State Plan

79763IL0710002

$

56,457

0.2% CO-OPtions Land of Lincoln National Elite Silver, a Multi-State Plan

79763IL0710002

$

1,819,721

6.1%

19 Land of Lincoln Freedom PPO Gold

79763IL0720001

$

504,266

1.7% Land of Lincoln Freedom PPO Gold

79763IL0720001

$

11,628,963

38.8%

20 Land of Lincoln Freedom PPO Silver

79763IL0720002

$

88,620

0.3% Land of Lincoln Freedom PPO Silver

79763IL0720002

$

2,199,610

7.3%
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Risk Corridors Payment or Charge Calculation
Line Description

A. Individual

1 - Total percentage of market premium in QHPs
For Ind (Tab 1, Column F + Column J + Column N), or
For SmGrp (Tab 2, Column F + Column J + Column N)
2 - Risk corridors allowable costs
(MLR Reporting Form, Part 3, Line 3.1)
3 - Risk corridors adjusted target amount
(MLR Reporting Form, Part 3, Line 3.5)
4 - Adjusted risk corridors ratio
(Line 2 / Line 3)
5 - Risk corridors aggregate payment or charge calculation by market
6 - Risk corridors payment expected from HHS or charge payable to HHS (Line 1 x Line 5)
7 - [FOR MLR] Risk corridors unadjusted target amount
(MLR Reporting Form, Part 3, Line 3.7)
8 - [FOR MLR] Unadjusted risk corridors ratio
(Line 2/ Line 7)

100.0%

B. Small Group
96.1%

$173,704,777

$38,988,274

$94,656,573

$21,943,790

183.5%
$59,546,957
$59,546,957
$97,083,665
178.9%

177.7%
$12,779,779
$12,286,294
$22,506,452
173.2%

9 - [FOR MLR] Risk corridors aggregate payment or charge calculation by market without adjustment

$57,510,627

$12,307,706

10 - [FOR MLR] Risk corridors payment or charge amount used for MLR calculation (Line 1 x Line 9)

$57,510,627

$11,832,450
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Attestation Statement
The party submitting this form attests as follows: (1) he or she is a duly authorized officer of the reporting issuer, and (2) this Risk
Corridors Plan-level Data form, the Company/Issuer Associations, and any supplemental submission or related filings for the Risk
Corridors benefit year are true, complete, and accurate statements, to the best of his or her knowledge, information and belief, of all the
elements therein.

____________________________
Chief Executive Officer/President
____________________________
Chief Financial Officer
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Department of Health & Human Services
Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services
Center for Consumer Information & Insurance Oversight
200 Independence A venue SW
Washington, DC 20201

CI\IIS

(['II Ub I OR Mtl)I( �R[ ,� MrnK,\l lJ SlRVICLS

CENTER FOR CONSUMER INFORMATION
& INSURANCE OVERSIGHl

Date: November 19, 2015
Subject: Risk Corridors Payment and Charge Amounts for Benefit Year 2014
Background:
Section 1342 of the Affordable Care Act directs the Secretary of the Department of Health and
Human Services (HHS) to establish a temporary risk corridors program that provides issuers of
qualified health plans (QHPs) in the individual and small group markets additional protection
against uncertainty in claims costs during the first three years of the Marketplace. The program,
which was modeled after a similar program implemented as part of the Medicare Part D
prescription drug benefit program, encourages issuers to keep their rates stable as they adjust to
the new health insurance reforms in the early years of the Marketplaces.
HHS has previously stated that ifrisk corridors collections for a particular year are insufficient to
make full risk corridors payments for that year, risk corridors payments for the year will be
reduced pro rata to the extent of any shortfall.1 On October 1, 2015, HHS announ ed the
payment pr ration rate for 2014 will be approximately 12.6 percent, reflecting ri k corridor.
2
charges of $362 million and payments of $2.87 bill i n reque t - d by issuers. This prorati n rate
was based on the most current risk corridors data submitted by issuers and assumes full
collection of charges from issuers.
Today, HHS is releasing issuer-level risk corridors payments and charges based on the most
current risk corridors data submitted by issuers and assuming full collection of charges from
issuers, by market and state, for the 2014 benefit year. The tables below include the risk
corridors payment or charge amounts for the individual and small group markets, respectively,
and the prorated risk corridors payment, if applicable. Risk corridors charges payable to HHS
are not prorated, and the full risk corridors charge amounts are noted in the chart below.
Only risk corridors payment amounts are prorated. HHS will begin collection of risk
c rridors charge in No ember 2015 and will begin remitting risk corridors payments to issuers
starling in December 2015.3

1

"Risk Corridors and Budget Neutrality", published April 11, 2014 and posted at
https://www.cms.go IC I JO/Rcsourccs/F::ic1-. ilee1 -:ind-F AO /Down joads/lag-risk-corridors-04-1 1-20 14.[)dl"
2

The exact proration rate for 20 14 is 12.6 I 78665287897%.
' We note that the risk corridor payment and charge amounts published in this bulletin do not reflect any payment or
charge adjustments due to resubmissions after September 15, 2015 or any amount held back for appeals.
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DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH & HUMAN SERVICES
Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services
Center for Consumer Information & Insurance Oversight
200 Independence Avenue SW
Washington, DC 20201

CH,ffrn
:J.;_

0:)N1;1J,\·H,ft lNl'OftMA'i'ION
INSl!RANU OVH{S!GHf

f(H"{

Date:

November 19, 2015

From:

Center for Consumer Information & Insurance Oversight (CCIIO),
Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services (CMS)

Subject:

Risk Corridors Payments for the 2014 Benefit Year

On October 1, 2015, the Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services (CMS) announced that for
the first year of the three year risk corridors program, qualified health plan (QHP) issuers will
pay charges of approximately $362 million, and QHP issuers have requested $2.87 billion of
2014 payments, based on current data for the 2014 benefit year.' Consistent with prior guidance,
assuming full collections of risk corridors charges for the 2014 benefit year, insurers will be paid
an amount that reflects a proration rate of 12.6% of their 2014 benefit year risk corridors
payment requests. 2 The remaining 2014 risk corridors payments will be made from 2015 risk
corridors collections, and if necessary, 2016 collections.
In the event of a shortfall for the 2016 program year, the Department of Health and Human
Services (HHS) will explore other sources of funding for risk corridors payments, subject to the
availability of appropriations. This includes working with Congress on the necessary funding for
outstanding risk corridors payments.
HHS recognizes that the Affordable Care Act requires the Secretary to make full payments to
issuers, and HHS is recording those amounts that remain unpaid following our 12.6% payment
this winter as fiscal year 2015 obligation of the United States Government for which full
payment is required.

1

"Risk Corridors Payment Proration Rate for 20N." October l, 2015. hups://www.cms.gov/ CJlO/Progrnmsand-111i l ia ti vcs/P rcmi W11-Stabil iza t ion-Pro gra 111s/Dow1 Lloads/Risk C orrido rsPav me lllP ro rnt ionRntcfo r20 14 .QQf
2
"Risk Corridors and Budget Neutralitv" April 11. 2014. hnps:/hn w.cms.gov/CCJJO/Rcso11rccs/Fnct-Shee1s-;111dF AOs/Dow11lm1d /fag-risk-conidors-04-11-2014.pdr. "Risk Corridors Payment Proration Rate." October l, 2015.
hit ps://w,\ \•.ems.gov/ CI lO/Prorut1ms-11ncl-l.ni1i,11i vcs/P remium-StabilizationProgui ms/Downloads/Risk Corrido rsPa,·mcnl Prorati011Ra tcfor2014 .pelf
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Federal Register I Vol. 80, No. 39 I Friday, February 2 7, 2015 I Rules and Regulations
Response: We are maintaining the
policy finalized in the 2015 Payment
Notice under§ 153.500 and§ 15::l.530,
which provides, for 2014, that the effect
of the transitional adjustment will vary
according to the member-month
enrollment in a State, such that the 3
percent profit floor and 20 percent
allowable administrative cost ceiling
will npply in States that did not adopt
the Federal transitional policy (QHP
issuers in these States will rncelve a risk
corridors transitional adjustment equal
to zero). WH hHliAVP. that issuers in
States that did not adopt the Federal
transitional policy will not rnrpiirn the
transitional adjustment to help mitigate
mispricing that may have occurred due
to unexpected changes in the risk pool
resulting from the Fc1rlmnl transitional
policy. We note that tho adjustment will
account for the effect of the federal
transitional policy in the entire market
within a State that adopted the
transitional policy, such that a QHP
issuer in a transitional State will be
eligible to receive an adjustment to its
risk corridors calculation even if the
issuer has not issued transitional
policies.
b. Risk Corridors Payments for 2016
On Apri 111, 2014, WP. issued a
bulletin titled "Risk Corridors and
Budget Neutrality," which described
how we intend to administer risk
corridors over the a-year life of the
program.w Specifically, we stated that if
any risk corridors funds remain after
prior and current ye11r payment
obligations have henn mot, thP.y will hr.
held to offset potential insufficiencies in
risk corridors collections in thP. next
voar. We also stated that we would
�stablish in future guidance how we
would calculate risk corridors payments
in the event that cumulative risk
corridors collections do not equal
cumulative risk corridors payment
requests.
In (he proposed 2016 Payment Notice.
we proposed that if, for the 2016 benefit
vcar, cumulative risk corridors
�ollections exceed cnrnu lativn risk
corridors payment requests, we would
make an adjustment to our
administrative expense definitions (that
is, the profit margin floor and the ceiling
for allowable administrative costs) to
account for the excess fonds. That is, if,
when the risk corridors program
concludes, cumulative risk corridors
collections exceed both 2016 payment
'·The Centers for Medicare and Medicaid
Services, Center for Consumer Information and
I nxururu:n ( Ivnrsight. "Rixk ( .orridnrs u nd B 11 rlgc:!
Neutrality," April 11, 2014 Availuble al: htrps:1/
2

H'Ht1v.cms.gov/CC!IO/Resources/Fc,c1-Shcets-c111rlFAQs!D01v11/oads!{uq·tisk-corridors-U4·11·:!U14 pd/.

requests under the risk corridors
formula and any unpaid risk corridors
amounts from previous years, we would
increase the administrative cost ceiling
and the profit floor in the risk corridors
formula by a percentag« r.a lnn lated to
pay out all collections to QHP issuers,
The administrative cost ceiling and the
profit floor would be adjusted by the
samn pcwc:n11l;1gP..
We proposed to determine the
pcrcenmge adjustment to the
administrative cost oailing and profit
margin floor by evaluating the amount
of excess risk corridors collections (if
anv) available after risk corridors
payments for benefit ye;ir 201 fl have
been calculated. As stated in om
bulletin on risk corridors and budget
neutrality, after receiving charges from
issuers for the 2016 benefit year, we
would first prioritize payments to any
unpaid risk corridors p;iyments
remaining from the 2015 benefit year.
We would then calculate benefit year
201G risk corridors payments for eligible
issuers based on the 3 percent profit
floor and 20 percent allowable
administrative cost ceiling, as required
by regulation. If, after making 2015
payments and calculating (but not
paying) risk corridors payments for
benefit year 2016, we determine that the
aggregate amount of collections
(including any amounts collected for
201G and any amounts remaining from
benefit years 2014 and 2015) exceed
what is needed to make 201G risk
corridors payments, we would
implement an adjustment to the profit
floor and administrative cost ceiling lo
increase risk corridors payments for
eligible issuers for benefit year 2016. We
would examine data that issuers have
submitted for calculation of their 2016
risk corridors ratios (that is, allowable
costs and target amount) and determine,
hasnd on the amount of collections
available, what percentage increase to
the administrative cost ceiling and
profit floor could be implemented for
eligible issuers while maintaining
budget neutrality for the program
overall. Although all eligible issuers
would receive the same percentage
adjustment, we proposed that the
amount of additional payment made to
each issuer would vary based on the
issuer's allowable costs and target
amount. We proposed that, once HHS
calculated the adjustment and applied it
to eligible issuers' risk corridors
formulas, it would make a single risk
corridors payment for benefit year 2016
that would include anv additional.
adjusted payment amount,
Because risk corridors collections are
a user fee to be used to fund premium
stabilization under risk corridors and no

10779

other programs, wr- proposed to limit
this adjustment lo excess amounts
collected. We also proposed to apply
this adjustment to allowable
administrative costs and profits for the
2016 benefit year only to plans whose
allowable costs (as defined at§ 1 S3.5UO)
arc at least 80 percent of their after-tax
premiums, because issuers under this
threshold wou ld genera lly he required
to pay out MLR. rebates to consumers."
For plans whose ratio of allowable costs
to after-tax premium is below 80
percent, we proposed that the 3 percent
risk corridors profit margin and 20
percent allowable administrative cost
ceiling would continue to apply.
Furthermore, we proposed that, to the
extent that applying the proposed
adjustment to a plan could increase its
risk corridors payment and affect its
MLR calculation, the MLR calculation
would ignore these adjustments.
As previously stated, we anticipate
that risk corridors collections will he
sufficient to pay for all risk corridors
payments. HHS recognizes that the
Affordable Care Act requires the
Secretary to make full payments to
issuers. In the unlikely event that risk
corridors collections, including any
potential carryover from the prior years,
are insufficient to make risk corridors
payments for the 2016 program year,
HHS will use other sources of funding
for the risk corridors payments, subject
to the availability of appropriations.
W c arc finalizing this policy as
proposed.
Comm£mt: WP. received one comment
on the proposed approach for allocating
excess risk corridors collections at the
end of the program. The commenter
supported our approach. Another
commenter supported language in the
proposed Payment Notice that
reaffirmed HHS's commitment to make
full risk corridors payments if
collections are insufficient to fund
payments.
Response: We are finalizing the policy
regarding allocation of excess risk
corridors collections for 2016 as
proposed.

�7 Because of some differences in the MLR
numerator and the definilion of allowable costs (hut
applies with respect to the risk corridors formula,
in a small number of cases. an Issuer with allowable
costs that ore nt least 80 percent of after-lax

premium, mayhR requi red lo pny MU{ n:'!hnlA .s In

consumers
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c�s

DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH & HUMAN SERVICES
Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services
Center lor Consumer lnformation and Insurance Oversight
200 Independence Avenue SW

UNTEl!S fOR MH)ICAl!E & MEDICAID SfRVICTS

Washington. DC 2020 I

CENTER FOR CONSUMER INFORMATION
& INSURANCE OVERSIGHT

Date: September 9, 2016
Subject: Risk Corridors Payments for 2015
Section 1342 of the Affordable Care Act directs the Secretary of the Department of Health and
Human Services (HHS) to establish a temporary risk corridors program that provides issuers of
qualified health plans (QHPs) in the individual and small group markets additional protection
against uncertainty in claims costs during the first three years of the Marketplace. This program,
which was modeled after a similar program used in the Medicare prescription drug benefit,
encouraged issuers to keep their rates stable as they adjusted to the new health insurance reforms
in the early years of the Marketplaces.
Under the risk corridors program, the federal government shares risk with QHP issuers collecting charges from the issuer if the issuer's QHP premiums exceed claims costs of QHP
enrollees by a certain amount, and making payments to the issuer if the issuer's premiums fall
short by a certain amount, subject to certain adjustments for taxes, administrative expenses, and
other costs and payments. On April 11, 2014, HHS issued a bulletin titled "Risk Corridors and
Budget Neutrality," which described how we intend to administer risk corridors over the threeyear life of the program. We stated that if risk corridors collections for a particular year are
insufficient to make full risk corridors payments for that year, risk corridors payments for the
year will be reduced pro rata to the extent of any shortfall.
Today, HHS is announcing preliminary information about risk corridors for the 2015 benefit
year. Risk corridors submissions are still undergoing review and complete information on
payments and charges for the 2015 benefit year is not available at this time. However, based on
our preliminary analysis, HHS anticipates that all 2015 benefit year collections will be used
towards remaining 2014 benefit year risk corridors payments, and no funds will be available at
this time for 2015 benefit year risk corridors payments. HHS expects to begin collection of risk
corridors charges and remittance of risk corridors payments on the same schedule as last year.
Collections from the 2016 benefit year wil I be used first for remaining 2014 benefit year risk
corridors payments, then for 2015 benefit year risk corridors payments, then for 2016 benefit
year risk corridors payments.
As we have said previously, in the event of a shortfall for the 2016 benefit year, HHS will
explore other sources of funding for risk corridors payments, subject to the availability of
appropriations. This includes working with Congress on the necessary funding for outstanding
risk corridors payments. HHS recognizes that the Affordable Care Act requires the Secretary to
make full payments to issuers. HHS will record risk corridors payments due as an obligation of
the United States Government for which full payment is required.
1
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We know that a number of issuers have sued in federal court seeking to obtain the risk corridors
amounts that have not been paid to date. As in any lawsuit, the Department of Justice is
vigorously defending those claims on behalf of the United States. However, as in all cases where
there is litigation risk, we are open to discussing resolution of those claims. We are willing to
begin such discussions at any time.

2
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GAO

U.S. GOVERNMENT ACCOUNTABILITY OFFICE

441 G St. N.W.
Washington, DC 20548

B-325630
September 30, 2014
The Honorable Jeff Sessions
Ranking Member
Committee on the Budget
United States Senate
The Honorable Fred Upton
Chairman
Committee on Energy and Commerce
House of Representatives
Subject: Department of Health and Human Services-Risk Corridors Program
This responds to your February 7, 2014, request for our opinion regarding the
availability of appropriations to make payments to qualified health plans pursuant to
section 1342 of the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act (PPACA), Pub. L.
No. 111-148, title I, subtitle D, partV, § 1342, 124 Stat. 119, 211, 212 (Mar. 23,
2010), classified at42 U.S.C. § 18062. Section 1342 directs the Department of
Health and Human Services (HHS) to establish a temporary risk corridors program
to limit the profits and losses of qualified health plans in the individual and small
group markets.1
In accordance with our regular practice, we contacted HHS to obtain additional
factual information and its legal views on this matter. GAO, Procedures and
Practices for Legal Decisions and Opinions, GA0-06-1064SP (Washington, D.C.:
Sept. 2006), available atwww.gao.gov/legal/lawresources/resources.html. HHS
provided us with information and its legal views. Letter from General Counsel, HHS,
to Assistant General Counsel for Appropriations Law, GAO (May 20, 2014)
(HHS Letter).

1

The phrase "risk corridors," as used in section 1342, is generally understood to
mean a mechanism for limiting an insurer's losses or gains because costs are higher
or lower than expected.
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BACKGROUND
PPACA required the establishment of American Health Benefit Exchanges
(Exchanges) in each state for the purchase of insurance in the individual and small
group markets. Pub. L. No. 111-148, §§ 1311 (b), 1321 (c). Insurers that choose to
participate in the Exchanges must meet certain requirements to offer qualified health
plans. See 45 C.F.R. § 155.1000. Qualified health plans offered through the
Exchanges are subject to the risk corridors program. 42 U.S.C. § 1342(a).
The risk corridors program is part of what the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid
Services (CMS) refers to as the "premium stabilization programs." CMS, Premium
Stabilization Programs, available at www.cms.gov/CCIIO/Programs-andlnitiatives/Premium-Stabilization-Programs/index.html (last visited Sept. 30, 2014).
The premium stabilization programs "are designed to provide consumers with
affordable health insurance coverage, to reduce incentives for health insurance
issuers to avoid enrolling sicker people, and to stabilize premiums in the individual
and small group health insurance markets inside and outside the Marketplaces." Id.
Generally, insurers set premiums based upon their past experience and anticipated
costs related to their pool of enrollees. However, individuals seeking coverage
through the Exchanges may have potential health risks that are different than those
historically handled by an insurer, resulting in a health plan having higher costs than
anticipated. See 77 Fed. Reg. 17220, 17221 (Mar. 23, 2012). Because health
insurance issuers may be uncertain about the proportion of high-cost enrollees
under the new Exchanges, they may include a margin in their pricing to offset the
potential expenses of these enrollees, especially during the first few years of the
Exchanges. Id. at 17221. HHS expects that this uncertainty will decrease as the
issuers gain actual claims experience with this new population. Id. In order to
minimize the possible negative effects of this uncertainty during the initial years of
operation of the Exchanges, section 1342 of PPACA directs the Secretary of HHS to
operate a temporary risk corridors program. Pub. L. No. 111-148, § 1342(a). This
program is intended to protect against uncertainty in rates for qualified health plans
by limiting the extent of issuer losses and gains for calendar years 2014, 2015,
and 2016. 77 Fed. Reg. at 17221.
Section 1342(a) provides that qualified health plans that choose to participate in the
Exchanges "shall participate in a payment adjustment system based on the ratio of
the allowable costs of the plan to the plan's aggregate premiums." Pub. L.
No. 111-148, § 1342(a). Section 1342(b) sets forth the payment methodology.
Under this system, HHS will make payments to qualified health plans experiencing
losses above a set amount; conversely, plans realizing gains above a set amount
will make payments to HHS. Section 1342(b)(1) provides that "the Secretary shall
2

CMS uses the term "Marketplaces" to refer to the American Health Benefit
Exchanges (Exchanges) required to be established by PPACA.
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pay" to the qualified health plan a given amount to compensate for certain losses the
plan incurs as a result of its allowable costs exceeding its premiums. 3 Id.
§ 1342(b)(1 ). Section 1342(b)(2), in contrast, provides that a qualified health plan
"shall pay to the Secretary" a given amount to account for certain gains the plan
recognizes because the amounts it collects in premiums exceed its allowable costs.
Id. § 1342(b )(2).
The Secretary of HHS has delegated authority for section 1342 to the CMS
Administrator.4 76 Fed. Reg. 53903 (Aug. 30, 2011 ). HHS informed us that as of
May 20, 2014, it had not made or received any payments under section 1342.
HHS Letter, at 3. HHS intends to begin collections and payments for this purpose in
fiscal year (FY) 2015. Id.
DISCUSSION
At issue here is whether appropriations are available to the Secretary of HHS to
make the payments specified in section 1342(b)(1 ). Agencies may incur obligations
and make expenditures only as permitted by an appropriation. U.S. Const., art. I,
§ 9, cl. 7; 31 U.S.C. § 1341(a)(1); B-300192, Nov. 13, 2002, at 5. Appropriations
may be provided through annual appropriations acts as well as through permanent
legislation. See, e.g., 63 Comp. Gen. 331 (1984). The making of an appropriation
must be expressly stated in law. 31 U.S.C. § 1301 (d). It is not enough for a statute
to simply require an agency to make a payment. B-114808, Aug. 7, 1979.
Section 1342, by its terms, did not enact an appropriation to make the payments
specified in section 1342(b)(1 ). In such cases, we next determine whether there are
other appropriations available to an agency for this purpose.
CMS Program Management Appropriation
We first examined the availability of the CMS Program Management (PM)
appropriation for FY 2014, which provides:
"For carrying out, except as otherwise provided, titles XI, XVIII, XIX,
and XX! of the Social Security Act, titles XIII and XXVII of the PHS Act,
the Clinical Laboratory Improvement Amendments of 1988, and other
3

The payments required under section 1342(b) are calculated based upon the ratio
of the allowable costs of the plan to the "target amount" of the plan. This target
amount "is an amount equal to the total premiums (including any premium subsidies
under any governmental program) reduced by the administrative costs of the plan."
Pub. L. No. 111-148, § 1342(c)(2).
4

In the same delegation of authority, the Secretary delegated several
responsibilities established by PPACA to CMS, including authorities vested in the
Secretary by certain provisions of titles I, 11, and X of PPACA. 76 Fed. Reg. 53903.
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responsibilities of the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services, not
to exceed $3,669,744,000, to be transferred from the Federal Hospital
Insurance Trust Fund and the Federal Supplementary Medical
Insurance Trust Fund, as authorized by section 201 (g) of the Social
Security Act; together with all funds collected in accordance with
section 353 of the PHS Act and section 1857(e)(2) of the Social
Security Act, funds retained by the Secretary pursuant to section 302
of the Tax Relief and Health Care Act of 2006; and such sums as may
be collected from authorized user fees and the sale of data, which shall
be credited to this account and remain available until September 30,
2019."

Pub. L. No. 113-76, div. H, title 11, 128 Stat. 5, 374 (Jan. 17, 2014) (emphasis
added).
When interpreting any statute, we begin by looking to the language of the statute
itself. 8-316533, July 31, 2008, at 5. The CMS PM appropriation is available for the
expenses that CMS incurs to carry out its responsibilities. The CMS PM
appropriation for FY 2014 provided funds for carrying out a list of enumerated
statutes, as well as "other responsibilities of [CMS]." Pub. L. No. 113-176, 128 Stat.
at 374. Under the purpose statute, 31 U.S.C. § 1301(a), appropriated funds may be
used only to achieve the objects for which they were appropriated. However, we do
not read the purpose statute to require that every item of expenditure be specified in
an appropriations act. 8-323449, Aug. 14, 2012, at 4. Further, we have long held
that existing agency appropriations that generally cover the type of expenditure
involved are available for expenses of new or additional duties imposed by proper
legal authority. See, e.g., 8-290011, Mar. 25, 2002; 15 Comp. Gen. 167 (1935).
Section 1342(b )(1) directs the Secretary to make payments to qualified health plans,
but that section neither designates nor identifies a source of funds. The CMS PM
appropriation for FY 2014 made funds available to CMS to carry out its
responsibilities, which, with the enactment of section 1342, include the risk corridors
program. Consequently, the CMS PM appropriation for FY 2014 would have been
available for making the payments pursuant to section 1342(b)(1 ).
Amounts Collected Under Section 1342
In addition to the general lump sum of $3.6 billion, the CMS PM appropriation for
FY 2014 provides that "such sums as may be collected from authorized user fees ...
shall be credited to this account and remain available until September 30, 2019."
Pub. L. No. 113-176, 128 Stat. at 37 4. This language includes amounts collected
from qualified health plans pursuant to section 1342(b)(2).
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A user fee {often referred to as a user charge) is defined as "[a] fee assessed to
users for goods or services provided by the federal government."5 GAO, A Glossary
of Terms Used in the Federal Budget Process, GA0-05-734SP (Washington, D.C.:
Sept. 2005), at 100. User fees "apply to federal programs or activities that provide
special benefits to identifiable recipients above and beyond what is normally
available to the public." Glossary, at 100. See also Analytical Perspectives, Budget
of the United States Government for Fiscal Year 2015, ch. 13, "Offsetting Collections
and Offsetting Receipts," at 192 (defining user charges as fees, charges, or
assessments "levied on individuals or organizations directly benefiting from ... a
Government program or activity, where the payers do not represent a broad
segment of the public").
The Supreme Court and GAO have recognized OMB Circular No. A-256 as guidance
for agencies administering user fee programs. See Federal Power Commission v.
New England Power Co., 415 U.S. 345, 349-351 (1974); B-307319, Aug. 23, 2007,
at 9. OMB Circular No. A-25 defines what constitutes a special benefit and provides
some examples. Specifically:
"[A] special benefit will be considered to accrue ... when a
Government service: (a) enables the beneficiary to obtain more
immediate or substantial gains or values (which may or may not be
measurable in monetary terms) than those that accrue to the general
public (e.g., receiving a patent, insurance, or guarantee provision, or a
license to carry on a specific activity or business or various kinds of
public land use); or (b) provides business stability or contributes to
public confidence in the business activity of the beneficiary (e.g.,
insuring deposits in commercial banks)."
OMB Cir. No. A-25, at§ 6a (emphasis added).
Insurers may choose to offer plans in the Exchanges and in doing so, must offer
qualified health plans as defined by 45 C.F.R. § 153.500. The risk corridors program
applies only to this specific group of qualified health plans offered through the
Exchanges. Accordingly, if an insurer chooses not to offer coverage through the
Exchanges, then it is not subject to the risk corridors program established by
5

Agencies have general statutory authority to charge fees under the Independent
Offices Appropriations Act of 1952, codified at 31 U.S.C. § 9701, commonly known
as the User Charge Statute, to offset the government's provision of a "service or
thing of value." The User Charge Statute does not authorize a federal agency to
retain and obligate collected fees. B-307319, Aug. 23, 2007. However, the User
Charge Statute does not supersede more specific statutes providing for the setting,
collection, and/or use of user fees, such as section 1342(b)(2). 31 U.S.C. § 9701 (c).
6

OMB Circular No. A-25, User Charges (July 8, 1993).
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section 1342. When an insurer offers qualified health plans through the Exchanges,
the risk corridors program provides these plans with a special benefit-specifically,
the program provides business stability by balancing risks among the qualified
health plans. 77 Fed. Reg. 17220, 17221 (Mar. 23, 2012). When a qualified health
plan makes a payment under section 1342(b)(2), it is paying for the certainty that
any potential losses related to its participation in the Exchanges are limited to a
certain amount, thus minimizing risk and maximizing business stability for the plan.
Pursuant to OMS guidance, therefore, payments under the risk corridors program
are properly characterized as user fees.
Section 1342(b)(2) directs the Secretary to collect certain amounts from qualified
health plans. The CMS PM appropriation for FY 2014 appropriated funds including
"such sums as may be collected from authorized user fees." Consequently, any
amounts collected in FY 2014 pursuant to section 1342(b)(2) would have been
available, along with the general CMS PM lump-sum appropriation, for making the
payments pursuant to section 1342(b )( 1 ). 7
Appropriations acts, by their nature, are considered nonpermanent legislation.
8-319414, June 9, 2010. Language appropriating funds for "other responsibilities of
the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services" would need to be included in the
CMS PM appropriation for FY 2015 in order for it to be available for payments to
qualified health plans under section 1342(b)(1 ). Similarly, language appropriating
"such sums as may be collected from authorized user fees" would need to be
included in the CMS PM appropriation for FY 2015 in order for any amounts CMS
collects in FY 2015 pursuant to section 1342(b)(2) to be available to CMS for making
the payments pursuant to section 1342(b)(1 ). 8
In accordance with our regular practice, we asked HHS for its legal views regarding
the availability of appropriations to make payments to qualified health plans pursuant
to section 1342(b)(1). While HHS did not identify the PM appropriation's lump sum
as available, HHS asserted that section 1342 "authorizes the collection and payment
of user fees to and from the [qualified health plans]" and that the CMS PM
appropriation for FY 2014 would have appropriated these user fees. HHS Letter,
at 1-2. HHS's description of the amounts collected as user fees is consistent with
our conclusion.

7

HHS informed us that it intends to begin collections and payments for this purpose
in FY 2015. HHS Letter, at 3.

8

The terms and conditions of the CMS PM appropriation for FY 2014 continue
during the pendency of the Continuing Appropriations Resolution, 2015. Pub. L.
No. 113-76, 128 Stat. at 374, as carried forward by Pub. L. No. 113-164, div. A,
§§ 101(a)(8), 103, _Stat._ (Sept. 19, 2014).
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CONCLUSION
Section 1342 of PPACA directs the Secretary of HHS to collect from and make
payments to qualified health plans. The CMS PM appropriation for FY 2014 would
have been available to CMS to make the payments specified in section 1342(b)(1).
The CMS PM appropriation for FY 2014 also would have appropriated to CMS user
fees collected pursuant to section 1342(b)(2) in FY 2014. HHS stated that it intends
to begin collections and payments under section 1342 in FY 2015. However, as
discussed above, for funds to be available for this purpose in FY 2015, the CMS PM
appropriation for FY 2015 must include language similar to the language included in
the CMS PM appropriation for FY 2014.
If you have any questions, please contact Edda Emmanuelli Perez, Managing
Associate General Counsel, at (202) 512-2853 or Julie Matta, Assistant General
Counsel, at (202) 512-4023.

Susan A. Poling
General Counsel
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DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH &. HUMAN SERVICES

Office of the Secretary

The General Counsel
Washington, D.G. 20201

MAY 2 0 2014
. ..

�·

',··

.<. jbJia C. Matta
' Assistant General Counsel
· · for Appropriations Law
. :U.S. Government Accountability Office
441 G Street, N.W .
. _. Washington, D.C. 20548
Dear Ms. Matta:
This is in response to your April 15, 2014 letter requesting information regarding budget
authority available to operate the risk conidors program established in section 1342 of the
Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act (PPACA) 1• The responses to your questions are set
.forth below.
1.

Agencies may incur obligations and make expenditures only as permitted by an
appropriation. U.S. Const., art. I,§ 9, cl. 7; 31 U.S.C. §134J(a)(l); B-300192, Nov. 13,
2002. The making ofan appropriation must be expressly stated in law. 31 U.S. C.
§130/(d). A direction to an agency to pay funds without a designation offunds to be used
for the payment does not make an appropriation. B-114808, Aug. 7. 1979. PPACA section
J 342(b)(l) provides that, under some circumstances. HHS "shall pay" specified amounts to
participating plans. Does any provision of law, be it PPACA section 1342 or another
provision, currently provide HHS with an appropriation necessary to obligate and expend
the payments specified in PPACA section I 342(b)(J)? Please explain.

Response: Section 1342 of PPACA requires the Secretary of Health and Human Services
(HHS) to establish a temporary risk corridors program that provides for the sharing in gains
or losses resulting from inaccurate rate setting from 2014 through 2016 between the Federal
government and qualified health plans (QHPs). The risk corridors program applies only to
participating plans defined to be qualified health plans (QHPs) at 45 CFR 153.500. Section
l 342(b )(1) and (2) establishes the payment methodology for the payments in and the
payments out, thereby establishing the formula to determine the amounts the QHPs must pay
to the Secretary of HHS and the amounts the Secretary must pay to the QHPs if the risk
corridors threshold is met.
As section 1342 of PPACA requires the Secretary to establish and administer the risk
corridors program and requires the Secretary to collect payments from and make payments
.to certain QHPs, section 1342 authorizes the collection and payment of user fees to and from

1

Pub. L. No. 111-148, §1342, 124 Stat.119, 211-212 (Mar.23, 2010), codified at42 U.S.C. § 18062.
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Julia C. Matta - Page 2

the QHPs. QHPs enjoy a special benefit resulting from the operation of the risk corridors
program, in that the fees charged are ultimately utilized to balance risks among the QHPs,
thus �romoting stability in this sector of the market. This is consistent with OMB Circular
A-25 , which is intended to provide·guida.nce to agencies regarding their assessment of user
fees pursuant to 31 U.S.C. § 9701 and other statutes. Further, we view it as consistent with
the definition of user fees as set forth in OlvIB's Fiscal Year 2015, Analytical Perspectives'
and GAO's Glossary of Terms Used in the Federal Budget Process4.

· ..

Section 1342 of PPACA requires the collection and payment of risk corridor user fees. The
Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services (CMS) Program Management (PM) appropriation
· for fiscal year 20145, which states" ... such sums as may be collected from authorized user
fees and the sale of data, which shall be credited to this account and remain available until
September 30, 2019: ... ", appropriates the section 1342 user fees. Together, section 1342

2

"General policy: A user charge, as described below, will be assessed against each identifiable recipient
for special benefits derived from Federal activities beyond those received by the general public. When the
imposition of user charges is prohibited or restricted by existing law, agencies will review activities
periodically and recommend legislative changes when appropriate. Section 7 gives guidance on drafting
legislation to implement user charges.

a·.: Special benefits
1. Determining when special benefits exist. When a service (or privilege) provides special benefits to
an identifiable recipient beyond those that accrue to the general public, a charge will be imposed (to
recover the full cost to the Federal Government for providing the special benefit, or the market price).
For example, a special benefit will be considered to accrue and a user charge will be imposed when a
-, Government service:
(a) enables the beneficiary to obtain more immediate or substantial gains or values (which may or
may not be measurable in monetary terms) than those that accrue to the general public (e.g.,
receiving a patent, insurance, or guarantee provision, or a license to carry on a specific activity or
business or various kinds of public land use); or

(b) provides business stability or contributes to public confidence in the business activity of the
beneficiary (e.g., insuring deposits in commercial banks); or ... " Office of Mgmt. & Budget, Exec.
Office
the President, OMB Cir. A-25, User Charges, section 6(1)(a)-(b)(2010).

of

3

"In this chapter, user charges refer to fees, charges, and assessment levied on individuals or
organizations directly benefiting from or subject to regulation by a Government program or activity, where
tlie payers do not represent a broad segment of the public as those who pay taxes." Fiscal Year 2015
Analytical Perspectives, Budget of the U.S. Government, Office of Management and Budget, p. 192.
Ayailable on the Internet at
http:l/www.whitehouse.gov/sites/defaultlfl1eslomblbudgetlfy2015/assetslspec.pdf.
4

"A fee assessed to users for goods or services provided by the federal government. User fees generally
apply to federal programs or activities that provide special benefits to identifiable recipients above and
beyond what is normally available to the public. U.S. Government Accountability Office, GA0-05-734SP,
A .Glossary of Terms Used in the Federal Budget Process (2005), p. 100.
5

Consolidated Approprlatlons Act. 2014, Div. H, Pub. L.113-76 (2014).

'\.
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Julia C. Matta - Page 3

of PP ACA and the CMS PM appropriation allows for the collection, retention, obligation and
. ·.:

expenditure of the section 1342 user fees until September 30, 2019 .
2.. PPACA section J 342(b)(2) provides that, under some circumstances, HHS will receive
. payments from participating plans. Absent specific statutory authority, agencies must
deposit money for the government into the Treasury without deduction for any charge or
; . claim, and such deposits are availablefor obligation and expenditure only as permitted by
an appropriation. 31 U.S.C. §3302(b); B-271894, July 24, 1987; 22 Comp. Dec. 379 (1916).
May HHS obligate and expend amounts that participating plans pay to HHS under PPA CA
section l 342(b)(2)? If so, please explain the statutory authority that permits HHS to obligate
and expend these amounts and the permissible purposes of such obligations and
. expenditures.

,·, ...

Response: The CMS PM appropriation permits HHS to collect, retain, obligate, and expend
the user fees in a manner consistent with section 1342.

3. Has HHS made or received any payments under PPACA section 1342? Ifso, please explain
the amount and source of any payments made or the amount and disposition of any payments
received.

.. Response: To date, HHS has not made or received any payments under section 1342 of
PPACA. HHS intends to begin collections and payments in fiscal year 2015 pursuant to
· continued CMS PM user fee authority.
Thank you for the opportunity to provide the Department's views on this matter.
Sincerely,

�\_� �. 'St\�tt
Wi1liam B. Schultz
<J
General Counsel
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-----Original Message-�From: Counihan, Kevin J.(CMS/CCUO)[Kevin.Counihan@crns.hhs.gov]
Sent: Monday, November 02, 2015 04: l 7 PM Eastern Standard Time

To� Brad Wilson
Subject: 2014 Risk Corridors Payments
Mr. Wilson,
As we. have discussed with vourtearn, please find enclosed a letter from CMS reiterating that risk eorrldors payments are an
obligation of the U.S. G.overnment. Thank you again for your continued participation in the risk corridors
Kevin J. Counihan

Chief Executive Offlcer
Health Insurance Mal'.ketpf<1ces
Oirecfor, CCIIO

202,�2:GO-soas

l.l:am about the
Health Insurance
Hark�tplace 6 ;·our
new coverage options.
Gti ANWICIISN0\11
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DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH & HUMA.N SERVICES
Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services
Center for Consumer Information & Insurance Oversight

(CMs

CF.NTE�S FOR MEDICARE & MEOlC:AIU SfK\iJ(';ES

CENTER �OR CONSUMER INFO�MATION
& INSURANCE OVERSJGHT

200 Independence Avenue SW
Washington, DC 20201

November 2, 2015
J. Bradley Wilson
Chief Executive Officer
Blue Cross Blue Shield of North Carolina
5901 Chapel Hill Road
Durham, NC 27707
Dear Mr. Wilson:
Thank you for your active, constructive participation in our recent discussions around
Blue Cross Blue Shield of North Carolina's risk corridors payment,

As you know, on October l , the Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services (CMS) issued
guidance stating that, based on current data for 2014, the first year of the three-year risk corridors
program, issuers will pay 2014 risk corridors charges of approximately $362 million, and
insurers have requested $2.87 billion of 2014 risk corridors payments. As a result, consistent
with our prior guidance, insurers will be paid approximately 12.6% of their risk corridors
payment requests at this time. We reiterated that the remaining 2014 risk corridors claims will be
paid out of2015 risk corridors collections, and if necessary, 2016 collections.
As I have previously written to you, we will not know the total loss or gain for the
program until the fall of 2017, when the data from all three years of the program can be analyzed
and verified.
the event of a shortfall for the 2016 program year; HHS will explore other
sources of funding for risk corridors: payments, subject to the availability of appropriations. This
includes working with Congress on the necessary funding for outstanding risk corridors

rn

payments.
According to our calculations, Blue Cross Blue Shield of North Carolina requested
$147,421,876.38 in 2014 risk corridors payments for its individual market qualified health plans
(QHPs), and requested approximately $53,091.97 in 2014 risk corridors payments for its small
group QHPs. We estimate that, beginning in December 2015, we will pay out $18,601,495.60 in
2014 risk corridors payments for your individual market QHPs, and approximately $6,699.07 in
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2014 risk corridors payments for your small group QHPs, with the shortfall being paid out of
2015, and, if necessary, 2016 risk corridors collections, as outlined above.

I wish to reiterate to you that the Department of Health and Human Services (HHS)
recognizes that the. Affordable Care. Act requires the Secretary to make full payments to Issuers,
and that HHS is recording those amounts that remain unpaid following our 12.6% payment this
winter as fiscal year 2015 obligations of the United States Government for· which full payment is
required,
thank you again for your participation in these discussions to date. Please do not hesitate
to contact me if there is anything further we can do to suppoti you ill these efforts,

Sincerely,

C. .'��///J
1A
��--.../r -

J:1-ou�han

Kevin
Chief Executive Officer, Health Insurance Marketplaces
Director, Center for Consumer Information & Insurance Oversight
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FEDERAL REGISTER
Vol. 78

Monday,

No. 47

March 11, 2013

Part II

Department of Health and Human Services
45 CFR Parts 153, 155, 156, et al.
Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act; HHS Notice of Benefit and
Payment Parameters for 2014 and Amendments to the HHS Notice of
Benefit and Payment Parameters for 2014; Final Rules; Patient Protection
and Affordable Care Act; Establishment of Exchanges and Qualified Health
Plans; Small Business Health Options Program; Proposed Rule
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Federal Register/Vol. 78, No. 47/Monday, March "11, 2013/R.ules and Regulations
programs when practicable so that
similar concepts in the two programs
are handled in a similar manner, and
similar policy goals arc reflected.
Consequently, our treatment of taxes for
risk corridors purposes follows the
approach of tho MLI{ progrnm, as
outlined in section 3C of the model
MLI{ rogulntion publishnd hy the
National Association of Insurance
Commissioners [NAIC).23 We note that,
because of the way profits is defined for
the risk corridors calculation, no such
circularity will occur with profits.
Comment: One commenter asked
whether reinsurance contributions
could be considered as "taxes and
regulatory fees" when determining
"allowable administrative costs" in the
denominator of the risk corridors
calculation.
Response: We note that other
provisions of this final rule amend the
MLR calculation so that reinsurance
contributions are included in Federal
and State licensing and regulatory fees
paid with respect to the QHP as
described in §158.161(a), and are
deducted from premiums for MLR
purposes. Our proposed definition of
"taxes" for purposes of the risk
corridors program cross-referenced
§ 158.161(a) and similarly included
reinsurance contributions. Thus, in
response to these comments, and to
maintain consistency with the MLR
calculation and our proposed definition,
which we arc finalizing as proposed, we
are making a conforming amendment to
§ 153.530(b)(1). In this final rule, we are
deleting§ 153.530(b)(1)(ii) and
clarifying that reinsurance contributions
are included in Federal and State
licensing and regulatory fees paid with
respect to the QHP as described in
§ 158.161(a), and thus are included in
allowable administrative costs for risk
corridors purposes. We are also making
a conforming change to§ 153.520[d) to
remove the requirement that a QH P
issuer must attribute reinsurance
contributions to ,1 llowable costs for the
benefit year. In addition, we are making
a conforming modification to the
proposed definition of "taxes" in
§ 153.500, by replacing the term "taxes"
with "taxes and regulatory fees."
Comment: Nearly all those that
commented on the risk corridors profit
margin agreed with the 3 percent profit
2:1

1-1

Section 3C of the Nt\lC model regulation.

VH i 11-11, lH :-i l hf I JJ:i/lv�v,v.1wir:.org/rl()(:11 n1nn1.•J

committees _ex_ mlr_reg_ CJsadop1ed.pd.f states, "I a IJJ
terms defined in this Regulation. whether in this
Section or elsewhere. shall be construed, and al l
unluuluflnns pmvidrid fnrl,y I his Rngulnfion s hnl l lu:
performed, as lo exclude the financial impact of any
of the rebates provided for in sections 8. 8, and ·1 O
[rebate calculation sections] ,.

margin set in the proposed rule. One
commenter suggested that a 2 percent
profit margin would he morn
appropriate.
Response: Based on the comments
received and the policy arguments
outlined in our proposed rule, we are
finalizing the definition of "profits" in
§ 1 sa.snn ns proposed.
(.'nmmrmt: OnR commenter expressed
concern that an allowance for up to 3
percent profit could disrupt the budget
neutrality of the risk corridors program,
and asked for clarification on HHS's
plans for funding risk corridors if
payments exceed rocnipts.
Ilesponee: ThP. risk corridors progrnm
is not statutorily required to be budget
neutral. Regardless of the balance of
payments and receipts, HHS will remit
paymnnts HS required under section
1342 of the Affordable Care Act.
Comment: One commenter stated that
the risk corridors calculation does not
account for the credibility adjustment
that is part of the MLI{ forrnuln, and
recommended setting maximum
allowable administrative costs at 20
percent plus the allowed credibility
adjustment for the carrier's block of
business. The commenter believed that
this change would he consistont with
the MLR formula and make it more
viable for carriers to maintain their
smaller blocks of business, given the
higher claims volatility that often
characterizes these smaller blocks of
business.
Response: Although we seek
consistency with ML!{ where the risk
corridors and MLR formulas contain
similar parameters, we believe that the
credibility adjustment is a unique
parameter in the MLR formula. The
MLR statute provides for a credibility
adjustment through "methodologies
* * * designed to take into account the
special circumstances of smaller plans,
different types of plans, and newer
plans" at section 2718(c) of the
Afforrlahle Carn Act. No similar
reference appears in section 1342 of the
Affordable Cara Act.
Comment: One commenter requested
clarification on whether community
benefit expenses would be included in
the taxes of non-profit entities for the
purposes of calculating the risk
corridors target amount.
Response: vVe believe that accounting
for these expenses as taxes when
calculating the target amount would
appropriately align the risk corridors
formula with the MLI{ calculntion. Our
proposed definition of "taxes" in
§ 153.500 includes Fedora! and State
taxes defined in§ 158.Hi2(b), which
describes payments made by a taxexempt issuer for community benefit
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expenditures. Consequently, we are
clarifying that non-profit entities may
account for community benefit
expenditures as "taxes and regulatory
fees" in a manner consistent with the
MLR rnporting rnquirnrnents SAi forth in
§ 158.162 for the purposes of calculating
the risk corridors target amount.
2. Risk Corridors Establishment and
Payment Methodology
We proposed to add paragraph (d) to
§ 153.510, which would specify the due
date for QHP issuers to remit risk
corridors charges to HHS. Under this
provision, an issuer would be required
to remit charges within 30 days after
notification of the charges. By June 30
of the year following an applicable
benefit year, under§ 153.310(e), QHP
issuers will have been notified of risk
adjustment payments and charges for
the applicable benefit year. By that same
date, under§ 153.240(b)(1), QHP issuers
also will have been notified of all
reinsurance payments to be made for the
applicable benefit YRHr. As such, WR
proposed in § 153.530(d) that the due
date for QHP issuers to submit all
information required under§ 153.530 of
the Premium Stabilization Rule is [u ly
31 of the year following the applicable
benefit year. WR also proposed that the
MLR reporting deadline be revised to
align with this schedule. We are
finallzing this provision as proposed.
Cumment:We received several
supportive comments on our proposal to
require issuers to submit risk corridors
information by July 31 of the year
following the applicablo benefit yAm.
JIA.�ponse: WR are finalizing
§ 153.530(d) as proposed, so that the
due date for QHP issuers to submit all
risk corridors information is July 31 of
the year following the applicable benefit
veur, In section III.I.1. of this final rule,
we also finalize our proposal to align
the MLR reporting deadline with this
schedule.
Comment: One commenter asked how
payments made under the State
supplemental reinsurance payment
parameters are taken into account in the
risk corridors calculation. Another
commenter requested that HHS clarify
the treatment of State "wrap-around"
reinsurance payments under the risk
corridors calculation, and asked for
information on the wav in which HHS
analyzed the impact of tho
administrative burden associated with
rnmoving lhese costs.
Response: ! lnder section ·1 :l42(c)l1 )(1-:l)
of the Affordable Care Act, allowable
costs are to be reduced bv any risk
adjustment and reinsurance 11aymcnts
received under sections 1341 and 134:l.
Supplemental reinsurance payments
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United States Government Accountability Office

Report to Congressional Requesters

April 2015

PATIENT
PROTECTION AND
AFFORDABLE CARE
ACT
Despite Some Delays,
CMS Has Made
Progress
Implementing
Programs to Limit
Health Insurer Risk

GA0-15-447
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target amount. When an issuer's costs are within 3 percent of its target
amount, between 97 and 103 percent, the issuer makes no payments and
receives no payments. Issuers whose profit or loss is greater than
3 percent of its target amount share in that profit or loss with CMS. An
issuer whose profit or loss is greater than 8 percent of its target amount
will pay a greater portion of its profit or will be reimbursed for a greater
portion of its loss. (See fig. 1.)
Figure 1: PPACA Risk Corridors Program Payment Thresholds for Issuers of
Qualified Health Plans

Actual spending less
than expected spending

Actual spending greater
than expected spending

Plan ke,ps
50% of gains

reimburses

Government
reimburses
50% of losses

-3%

-8%

0%

3%

80% of losses

8%

Difference between actual medical spending and expected medical spending
(as a precent of expected medical spending)
Source:© 2013 American Academy of Actuaries, Used with permission

Risk Mitigation Programs
in Medicare

I GA0-15-447

PPACA directed HHS to consider the design of the Medicare risk
mitigation programs in developing the PPACA risk mitigation programs,
although it also set requirements that differed from the Medicare
programs. 27 While PPACA established the risk corridors and reinsurance

27PPACA indicates that for risk adjustment, HHS "may utilize" criteria and methods similar
to those used under Medicare Advantage and Medicare Part D For the risk corridors
program, PPACA indicates that the risk corridors program "shall be based on" that used in
Medicare Part D. See PPACA, Pub. L. No. 111-148, §§ 1342(a) and 1343(b), 124 Stat.
211, 212 (codified at 42 U.S.C. §§ 18062(a) and 18063(b)) (pertaining to risk corridors and
risk adjustment, respectively).

GA0-15-447 CMS Programs to Limit Insurer Risk
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programs as temporary programs for the 3-year period 2014 through
2016, the Medicare Part D programs were not required to be temporary
and have operated since 2006. In addition, according to CMS, the
PPACA risk adjustment and reinsurance programs are budget neutral, in
that payments to issuers will be adjusted to reflect, and not exceed,
contributions. CMS originally indicated that the PPACA risk corridors
program would not be operated in a budget neutral manner but
subsequently indicated its intent to operate the program as budget neutral
in 2014 and 2015, and then in 2016, if collections are insufficient to make
payments, it would use other sources of funding subject to availability. For
the Medicare Advantage and Medicare Part D risk mitigation programs,
the payments that CMS makes to issuers are not limited to issuer
contributions.

CMS Considered
Market
Characteristics and
Program Duration
When Designing
PPACA's Three Risk
Mitigation Programs

CMS considered a range of insurance market characteristics-such as
demographics and the availability of market data-in making decisions
about how to design PPACA's three risk mitigation programs. CMS's
design decisions also reflected the temporary status of the reinsurance
and risk corridors programs.
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I hereby certify under penalty of perjury that on this 23rd day of September 2016, a copy
of the foregoing was filed electronically. As I understand, pursuant to RCFC Appendix E,
V.12.(c), the Court’s Notice of Electronic Filing satisfies the service requirement of RCFC 5 and
the proof of service requirement of RCFC 5.3 via operation of the Court’s electronic filing
system.

s/ Daniel P. Albers
Daniel P. Albers

